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Abstract
Recent National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Chemical Sciences
Laboratory (CSL) science foci are also current topics that have generated broad interest in the
atmospheric science, air quality, and climate communities: changing emissions in urban areas,
advances in marine and remote atmosphere chemistry, and satellite data assessment. Due to
our position at the forefront of this research, NOAA CSL, its collaborators and stakeholders have
an unparalleled opportunity to lead efforts to (1) understand the changing paradigms in
emissions and the future of urban air quality, (2) refine our understanding of the marine
atmosphere, and (3) validate remote sensing capabilities from satellites in urban and remote
atmospheres.
To achieve these goals, NOAA CSL will conduct the Atmospheric Emissions and Reactions
Observed from Megacities to Marine Areas (AEROMMA 2023) mission, a multi-agency,
multi-platform experiment planned for summer 2023 to provide new observations from
megacities to marine environments. AEROMMA will bring together airborne, surface, and
satellite observing systems, and state-of-the-art air quality and climate models. Major objectives
of the AEROMMA 2023 project include:
o Timely information to environmental managers and stakeholder groups on emissions
that impact climate and air quality;
o Improvement in the representation of emissions and chemical and physical
processes in the next generation NOAA weather-chemistry models;
o Reductions in global climate model uncertainties through provisions of improved
observational constraints;
o Quantification of the emissions of VCPs (Volatile Chemical Products), cooking, mobile
and other trace gas sources in urban areas;
o Accurate representation of chemistry and aerosol microphysics in the marine
atmosphere;
o First comprehensive aircraft observations of atmospheric composition when TEMPO
(Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring Pollution) is operational;
o Value assessment and risk reduction for future satellite missions such as NOAA
GeoXO (NOAA's Geostationary Extended Observations).
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1.

Emerging research needs in our understanding of urban and marine
emissions, chemistry, and remote sensing capabilities

1.1.

Current and future urban air quality

Over half of the world's population lives in cities, and the number is anticipated to grow
in all regions (UN 2018). Air pollution is the fifth largest human health risk factor globally (Cohen
et al. 2017, Gakidou et al. 2017, Murray et al. 2020), and a public health concern in megacities
around the world. In addition to the emissions of short-lived air pollutants, cities are also
estimated to account for ~70% of the global fossil carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (Duren and
Miller 2012), and CO2 is the largest positive forcing on global climate (IPCC 2018).
In urban atmospheres in the U.S. and Europe, long-term reductions in emissions of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from sources such as motor vehicles (Warneke et al. 2012)
have made volatile chemical products (VCPs = personal care products, cleaning agents, coatings,
adhesives, inks, etc.) the major VOC source in densely populated areas (McDonald et al. 2018a,
Coggon et al. 2021, Gkatzelis et al. 2021b). The emissions and impacts of VCPs on atmospheric
chemistry are not well understood. In the presence of nitrogen oxides (NOx), VOCs undergo
chemistry that leads to the formation of ground-level ozone and aerosols. In a pilot study
performed in conjunction with the Long Island Sound Tropospheric Ozone Study (LISTOS 2019),
NOAA CSL field measurements in New York City revealed that VCPs account for over half of the
anthropogenic VOC emissions, and enhance formation of ground-level ozone during a heatwave
event (Coggon et al. 2021). While VCPs emissions are included in the US National Emissions
Inventory (NEI), and have been regulated for their impacts on ozone formation and air toxics
[EPA, 1995], their emissions may be underestimated by a factor of 2-3 (McDonald et al. 2018a,
Qin et al. 2021). Over time the composition of VCPs has changed, shifting away from aromatics
and chlorinated solvents towards oxygenated VOCs with the inclusion of fragranced
components like d-limonene (Weschler 2009).
After decades of decline in ground-level ozone and fine particulate matter (PM2.5) in the
U.S.,
the
downward
trends
are
slowing
in
the
most
recent
years
(https://www.epa.gov/air-trends). This could be a result of unanticipated trends in emissions
(Jiang et al. 2018, McDonald et al. 2018a), increasing influence of regional background sources
(Silvern et al. 2019), long-range transport (Cooper et al. 2015), changes in atmospheric
chemistry (Laughner and Cohen 2019), and/or a consequence of a changing climate with heat
waves in the US becoming more frequent, longer in duration, and more intense (Habeeb et al.
2015). Many US metropolitan areas violate the 8-hour ozone standard as regulated under the
Clean Air Act, which is of concern to environmental managers. In addition to air quality, many
cities and states are developing plans to reduce their carbon footprint, including for CO2 and
methane (CH4). Such efforts will impact future emissions of VOCs and NOx with potential
co-benefits on air quality.
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1.2.

Improved understanding of chemistry in the marine atmosphere

Oceans cover ~70% of the surface area of the globe. Marine biogeochemical cycles,
notably the emission and subsequent oxidation of dimethyl sulfide (DMS) from phytoplankton,
strongly influence the natural climate system. DMS oxidation produces sulfate aerosol, which
can serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) (Andreae 1990). Anthropogenic emissions strongly
perturb the sulfur oxidation cycle, leading to large but unexplored differences in sulfur cycling
between remote and urban-influenced environments. Many of the U.S.'s largest cities are
located on or near coastlines, providing an opportunity to assess interactions of anthropogenic
and marine emissions, and atmospheric chemistry affecting both climate and air quality.
Biogenic sulfur oxidation products, mainly from oceanic dimethyl sulfide (DMS, CH3SCH3)
emissions, are the primary driver of particulate sulfur formation in the remote atmosphere. The
DMS oxidation mechanism is not fully characterized, and many of the key intermediates
affecting aerosol, sulfur dioxide (SO2), and carbonyl sulfide (OCS) yields have only been
theorized. Accurate representation of both the DMS oxidation product branching fractions and
timescales in chemical transport models is critical to establishing a quantitative relationship
between oceanic DMS emissions and atmospheric particle number and CCN concentrations in
the marine boundary layer (MBL). Recent developments in the understanding of this system,
mainly the discovery of hydroperoxymethyl thioformate (HPMTF) (Veres et al. 2020), highlight
the degree to which global models inaccurately parameterize this chemistry. These recent
advances motivate a reexamination of several decades of research assessing the role of DMS
derived CCN relative to other sources of marine CCN, such as sea-spray aerosol, long-range
transport of terrestrial particles, and secondary marine aerosol produced from non-DMS
precursors (O'Dowd and De Leeuw 2007, Quinn and Bates 2011, Prather et al. 2013), in both
pre-industrial and present-day atmospheres (Carslaw et al. 2013).
AEROMMA will result in a significant step forward in our ability to explain the fate of
marine sourced species and their impacts on aerosols and CCN, by bringing a comprehensive
modern analytical suite to the NASA DC-8 and positioning it in representative locations in the
marine atmosphere to observe the relevant chemistry and aerosol formation.

1.3.

New capabilities for remote sensing of atmospheric composition

The NASA / SAO (Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory) TEMPO (Tropospheric
Emissions: Monitoring Pollution) instrument (Zoogman et al. 2017) is a UV-visible spectrometer,
and will be the first ever space-based instrument to monitor air pollutants at hourly time
resolution across the North American continent during daytime. It will collect high spatial
resolution measurements of ozone, nitrogen dioxide and other pollutants, data which will
revolutionize air quality forecasts. TEMPO observations are from the geostationary vantage
point, flying on a telecommunications host spacecraft with a planned launch in December of
2022.
NOAA's Geostationary Extended Observations (GeoXO) satellite system is the
ground-breaking mission that will advance Earth observations from geostationary orbit. GeoXO
will supply vital information to address major environmental challenges of the future in support
6

of US weather, ocean, and climate operations. The GeoXO mission will continue and expand
observations provided by the GOES-R Series as NOAA's next generation of geostationary
satellites. GeoXO will bring new capabilities to address emerging environmental issues and
challenges to foster the security and well-being of the Nation. NOAA is working to ensure these
critical observations are in place by the early 2030s as the GOES-R Series nears the end of its
operational lifetime.
In this new era of atmospheric composition measurements from space over the US,
large-scale airborne missions are needed to conduct related science and satellite validation for
TEMPO and to deliver value assessment and risk reduction for the future with GeoXO.
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2.

Recent urban and marine research and future directions

2.1.

Urban air quality is no longer dominated by mobile sources

2.1.1.

North American megacity VOC emissions, chemistry, and trends

VOCs emitted into the urban atmosphere are one of the needed ingredients for ozone
and aerosol formation and therefore have the potential to impact air quality. For decades, fossil
fuel usage has been considered to be the primary source of urban VOCs in megacities around
the world, such as Los Angeles [Parrish et al., 2009]. As tighter emission regulations in the US
and Europe have led to sharp reductions in transportation VOCs (Figure 1, Past Trend) (Bahreini
et al. 2012, Warneke et al. 2012), new sources of pollution have emerged as potentially
important precursors to ozone and aerosol formation. McDonald et al. (2018a) have shown that
VCPs are a major, under-studied source of urban VOCs that potentially play a significant role in
urban air quality and human health. In industrialized cities, VCPs may make up as much as 50%
of the total petrochemical VOC emissions and, consequently, could be responsible for as much
as 50% of the mass associated with fossil-derived secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation
(Figure 1, Current Inventory) (McDonald et al. 2018a).

Figure 1: (Past Trend) Trends in Los Angeles anthropogenic VOC emissions show sharp decreases
in fossil-VOCs observed from 1960 to 2010 (Warneke et al. 2012). (Current Inventory) Future
decreases in fossil-VOCs expected to be slower due to growing influence of VCP emissions
(McDonald et al. 2018a).
Unlike emissions from vehicles and energy production, VCPs are emitted from a wide
range of human activities over a dispersed area. Quantifying the chemical fingerprint and
emission strength is challenging. For instance, a significant fraction of VCPs likely originates from
8

use in residential or commercial buildings, and emitted via building exhaust, though it is not
well understood what fraction of VCP emissions could also occur outside or at waste facilities
(e.g., landfills and wastewater treatment plants). These “indoor” VCPs, which include cleaning
and personal care products, constitute approximately 50% of VCP emissions and are composed
of oxygenated molecules that could form SOA efficiently (McDonald et al. 2018a). In addition to
VCPs, there could be other indoor sources of VOCs from cooking (Klein et al. 2016) and building
materials (Singer et al. 2016) that can contribute primary emissions of reactive aldehydes to the
atmosphere.
A recent pilot study in New York City and other major urban areas has shown that there
is a clear signature of VCP emissions, such as D5-siloxanes from personal care products and
anthropogenic monoterpenes from fragrances in personal care and cleaning products. VOCs
such as monoterpenes from VCPs are efficient at producing ozone and SOA in an urban
environment (Coggon et al. 2021). D5 siloxanes and monoterpenes show the largest
enhancements in the most densely populated areas around Manhattan and are well correlated
with population density (Figure 2). Speciation measurements by GC-MS found that limonene,
the most commonly used monoterpene in fragrances, was the dominant monoterpene isomer
in downtown NYC during both winter and summer campaigns, compared to a- and b-pinene
from biogenic emissions in New Jersey and Long Island. The monoterpene speciation, the high
wintertime mixing ratios, and the correlation with population density clearly prove
anthropogenic emissions of monoterpenes, particularly limonene.
Using New York City data, together with a bottom-up fuel-based inventory of vehicle
emissions and volatile chemical products (FIVE-VCP) inventory, Gkatzelis et al., (2021a) identify
tracer compounds for different VCP categories: decamethylcyclopentasiloxane (D5-siloxane) for
personal care products, monoterpenes for fragrances, p-dichlorobenzene for insecticides,
D4-siloxane for adhesives, para-chlorobenzotrifluoride (PCBTF) for solvent-based coatings, and
Texanol for water-based coatings. Furthermore Gkatzelis et al., (2021b) did a source
apportionment on the NYC and Boulder, CO data and showed that VCP-dominated emissions
contributed to 42% and 78% of anthropogenic VOC emissions for Boulder and NYC, respectively,
while mobile source emissions contributed 58% and 22%.
Elevated monoterpene emissions were also measured in other major U.S. cities
(Chicago, Denver, and Pittsburgh). Figure 2 shows the ratios of D5 siloxane and monoterpenes
to benzene (a marker for vehicle emissions) versus the population density for those cities,
where NYC is separated into different areas of the NYC metro area. Emissions from VCPs (D5
siloxane and monoterpenes) are enhanced compared to traffic (benzene) with higher
population density, as might be expected, because fewer miles are driven per person at higher
population densities (Gately et al. 2015).
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Figure 2: (NYC Monoterpenes in Winter) The drive track of the NOAA mobile laboratory
color-coded with the sum of the monoterpenes measured with PTR-ToF-MS on top of the
population density map of the New York City metropolitan area. The pie charts indicate the
monoterpene composition determined by GC-MS. (Population Density Dependence of VCPs)
The enhancements of D5-siloxane and monoterpenes relative to the traffic marker benzene for
U.S. cities with different population densities. (Reproduced from Coggon et al., (2021))
The VOCs emitted from VCPs play an important role in the production of ozone and SOA
as can be seen from VOC data from a study in NYC during the LISTOS2018 study
(https://www-air.larc.nasa.gov/missions/listos/). On July 2, 2018 an ozone exceedance event
occurred in and downwind of NYC, arising from a major heatwave. Figure 3 shows results from
the Weather Research Forecasting with Chemistry (WRF-Chem) model, simulating this ozone
exceedance (Coggon et al. 2021). The model shows that background ozone plus NOx and
biogenic VOCs contribute ~80 ppb of 8-hour ozone to the urban corridor (panel A), which is
enhanced by up to 30 ppb from the addition of anthropogenic VOCs, including from fossil fuel
VOCs (panel B) and VCPs (panel C). Ozone levels reached as high as ~120 ppb, which is well in
exceedance of the 70 ppb 8-hour ozone standard, and ~25 million people were exposed to
unhealthy air according to the US air quality index (AQI). The same ozone episode was used to
initialize a box model simulation, which was used for a VOC sensitivity study. The box modeling
found that fossil fuel VOC emissions are responsible for about 60% and VCPs for almost 40% of
the anthropogenic ozone formation related to VOC emissions. The VCP fraction was about
evenly split into coatings, cleaning products and personal care products. Ethanol and fragrances
were two of the most important VOCs for ozone production during this exceedance event
(Coggon et al. 2021).
As fossil fuel VOC emissions decline and the importance of VCP emissions increase, VOC
mixtures in urban regions are changing. Emissions from fossil fuels are largely hydrocarbons,
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which are well represented in traditional reduced chemical mechanisms, but VCPs include many
oxygenated VOCs, which are not as well represented. Fig. 3D shows ozone simulations when
oVCPs are modeled with the inclusion of oVCP chemistry. This change in chemistry results in a
small increase in ozone (1 ppb). Despite the marginal impact on the magnitude of ozone, the OH
chemistry of oxygenates markedly impacts model simulations of other secondary products that
have implications on downwind air quality. Oxidation of NOx occurs simultaneously with ozone
production and leads to different compound classes that serve as either permanent sinks or
temporary reservoirs of NOx. Two important NOx reservoir compounds are organic nitrates and
peroxyacetyl nitrates (PAN), which have different atmospheric fates and therefore potentially
different impacts on ozone formation downwind. The inclusion of oVCP chemistry increases PAN
(Fig. 3H) by 15 to 20% at the expense of organic nitrates.

Figure 3: WRF-Chem simulations of MDA8 ozone (parts per billion) and midday (2:00 PM local
time) column integrated PAN (molecules cm−2) during the July 2, 2018, pollution episode. Shown
are the simulations for global background + NOx and BVOCs (A and E), results from A and E with
fossil fuel VOCs added (B and F), and results from B and F with VOCs from VCPs added (C and G).
A–C and E–G show ozone and PAN produced under the assumption of hydrocarbon chemistry. D
and H shows the simulation using full emissions but under the assumption of oVCP chemistry.
Circles show the ozone mixing ratios measured at monitoring stations in the NYC area; those
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bolded in white exceeded US NAAQS. The numbers above each panel show the surface ozone or
column PAN simulated in NYC and at the location of the MDA8 ozone maximum downwind of
NYC (max). The pie charts show the ozone attribution by source, source category, and chemical
class. (Reproduced from Coggon et al., (2021))
In addition to contributions to ozone, McDonald et al. (2018a) suggested that VCPs can
also contribute to SOA. A recent oxidation flow reactor (OFR) and high-resolution aerosol mass
spectrometer (HR-AMS) experiment in New York City and Pittsburgh suggested there are
significant SOA contributions from VCPs (Shah et al. 2020). The study compared the measured
SOA from the OFR with predicted SOA formed from mobile sources and biogenics (Figure 4).
The measured values were under-predicted by a factor of ~2 when compared with the observed
values. The study further investigated what the missing source of urban SOA could be, and
performed oxidation experiments on VCP emissions, which revealed that VCPs can efficiently
form SOA. More recently, updates to emissions and SOA formation processes for VCPs in 3D
atmospheric chemistry models reduced model biases for PM2.5 and SOA compared to
observations from the CalNex 2010 field campaign and suggested that VCPs contribute to
around 41% of the SOA during the summer in Los Angeles (Pennington et al. 2021, Qin et al.
2021).

Figure 4: Measured and predicted SOA in urban and industrial environments at 2 equivalent
days of OH exposure. SOA measured in the OFR is shown by the green bar and predicted SOA
based on speciated VOC data by the pink tints. The predicted SOA only accounts for traditional
gasoline, diesel and biogenic sources of precursors and under-predicts the observed values by a
factor of ~2 in the morning time street canyon and suggests the influence of VCPs on SOA (Shah
et al. 2020).
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Additionally, during the COVID-19 pandemic, government and societal interventions led
to large changes in atmospheric emissions including reductions of transportation emissions of
NOx and VOCs. Similar reductions in emissions are expected to occur in the future as
electrification of motor vehicles increases. While the impact of these COVID-19 interventions on
NOx is clear, the impact on VOCs remains understudied (Gkatzelis et al. 2021c). Given VOCs large
impact on urban air quality through ozone and SOA production, more current measurements
with state-of-the-art VOC speciation capabilities are needed to understand how VOC
concentration and composition has changed over the last decade in order to improve
predictions of air quality now and in the future.
These measurement and modeling studies indicate the importance of VCPs, in addition
to traditional fossil fuel sources, for ozone and SOA and clearly demonstrate the need for
understanding their chemistry in the urban environment and taking VCPs into account in air
quality management.
2.1.2.

North American megacity NOx emissions, chemistry, and trends

Nitrogen oxides (NOx = NO + NO2) are the second needed ingredient for ozone and
secondary aerosol formation. NOx emissions have been decreasing since 1960 for example in
Los Angeles at a rate of about 2.6% per year (Pollack et al. 2013). Similar rates of decrease in
NO2
mixing
ratios
are
observed
nationwide
(https://www.epa.gov/air-trends/nitrogen-dioxide-trends), but satellite retrievals of NO2
columns from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) indicate a markedly slower rate of
decrease since 2011 (Figure 5, left panel) (Jiang et al. 2018). A variety of hypotheses have been
suggested on why this trend is slowing, including: (i) a decrease in the rate of decline in
anthropogenic NOx emissions (Jiang et al. 2018), (ii) the growing influence of background and
free tropospheric NO2 (Silvern et al. 2019), and (iii) changes in NOx lifetime (Laughner and
Cohen 2019).
A recent study suggested that agricultural soils are a dominant source of NOx pollution in
California, with especially high soil NOx emissions from the state's Central Valley region (Figure
5, right panel). This large, overlooked NOx source from cropland soil could increase the NOx
budget by 20 to 51% (Almaraz et al. 2018). Fertilizer application also results in nitrous oxide
(N2O) emissions, a potent greenhouse gas, and emissions are strongest in the Midwestern
corn/soy belt and in spring/early summer (Eckl et al. 2021). It is possible that the increasing
importance of soil NOx emissions could be contributing to the slowdown observed in satellite
NO2 columns shown in Figure 5, and consistent with NOAA CSL modeling of ozone over the
Eastern US, which also suggested an under-accounted soil NOx source in the Upper Midwest
(McDonald et al. 2018b).
In addition to uncertain trends, recent studies have also suggested significant
uncertainties in current vehicle emission models of mobile source NOx based on a variety of
field campaigns (Travis et al. 2016, McDonald et al. 2018a). It is critical to improve inventories of
NOx for accurate model predictions of ozone and aerosol chemistry. With the launch of the
Sentinel-5P Tropospheric Ozone Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) (Veefkind et al. 2012) and
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enhanced spatial resolution of its satellite products (3.5 km x 7 km), satellite NO2 and
formaldehyde data are becoming an increasingly useful tool for evaluating and constraining
emission inventories, including of NOx (Beirle et al. 2019, Goldberg et al. 2019) and VOCs (Kim et
al. 2018). Satellite capabilities are expected to increase with the anticipated launch of the
geostationary Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring Pollution (TEMPO) satellite in 2022 (Chance
et al. 2013).

Figure 5: Trends in US NOx emissions derived from OMI satellite products and utilizing an
inverse modeling framework (Jiang et al. 2018). NOx emissions are decreasing from 2005-2009
(Past Trend) but decreases are slowing down from 2011-2015 (Current Trend). (Soil NOx) NOx
emissions from California soils (natural and cropland) generated using stable isotopic modeling
and IMAGE model (Almaraz et al. 2018).
2.1.3.

North American tropospheric ozone formation and trends

Overall, summertime levels of surface ozone have been trending downward from
2000-2014 (Gaudel et al. 2018) together with its precursors as described above. In the
southeast US, it was shown recently that ozone maxima decreased in proportion with NOx
emissions (Blanchard et al. 2014). Prior to the 2008 recession, large emission reductions have
been observed from space due to U.S. regulatory efforts to control NOx from power plants and
transportation (Tong et al. 2015).
The ozone trends since 1980 in the major target cities for AEROMMA are shown in
Figure 6 (https://www.epa.gov/outdoor-air-quality-data/air-data-concentration-plot). Plotted
are the 4th highest annual maximum of the MDA8 ozone values of the Core Based Statistical
Areas (CBSAs) in Los Angeles, NYC, and Chicago together with their respective downwind CBSAs
14

and trends in other U.S cities that might be AEROMMA targets. In the most recent years, the
downward trend has slowed down significantly, especially in Los Angeles, NYC, and Chicago. The
trends of NOx and VOCs emissions from the FIVE emission inventory in Los Angeles are shown in
the bottom panel of Figure 6 (Kim et al. 2022). NOx emissions have been decreasing linearly
over the past thirty years, while VOCs showed a slower decrease over the past twenty years
mainly driven by the VCP sector. These trends caused the VOC/NOx ratio to increase over the
past decade. Kim et al., (2022) concluded that the Los Angeles basin is undergoing a significant
transition in photochemistry toward a lower ozone concentrations, but the lack of recent
progress in O3 design value is a subject of intense current research.

Figure 6: Trends in the 4th highest annual maximum of the MDA8 ozone in the AEROMMA target
cities and their downwind areas since 1980. (bottom) Trends of the FIVE‐VCP NOx and VOC) total
and sectoral emissions (ton day−1, t/d) in the Los Angeles Basin from 1987 to 2014. Trends of
the FIVE‐VCP emissions normalized to the values in 1987 for NOx, VOC, CO and VOC/NOx. The
top‐down model adjusted VOC/NOx emissions trend is shown by the dashed black line and open
markers denote model years simulated in WRF‐Chem (Kim et al. 2022).
2.1.4.

Aerosol formation and trends

Nationally, organic aerosol (OA) comprises around half of the fine particulate matter
(PM2.5) mass, and US concentrations have been decreasing since 1990. Ridley et al. (2018)
attribute the decreases in atmospheric concentrations of OA to reductions in transportation and
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residential fuel burning emissions, including directly emitted particles and VOC precursors
(Figure 7). Similarly, McDonald et al. (2015) found that OA concentrations were decreasing in
Los Angeles due to reductions in tailpipe emissions of primary and secondary OA (Figure 7),
although the decreases were not as large as expected from the observed reductions in mobile
source emissions. The study suggested that other VOC sources could be contributing to the
slower-than-expected decreases in OA concentrations. McDonald et al., (McDonald et al. 2018a)
later found that the slow OA decrease is likely due to a shift away from the dominance of
mobile sources.

Figure 7: Trends in organic aerosol concentrations in the Los Angeles basin (McDonald et al.
2015) and in the U.S. from GEOS-Chem and IMPROVE sites (Ridley et al. 2018). Decreases are
attributed to reductions in motor vehicle emissions and other sources of SOA.
Additionally, ammonium nitrate accounted for around ~1/3 of the summertime
submicron PM in Los Angeles during CalNex 2010. Heavy-duty diesel trucks have become the
leading source of NOx in the Los Angeles basin (Kim et al. 2016), and in cities over the Eastern
US (McDonald et al. 2018b). Starting in 2010, new heavy-duty diesel trucks are required to
install selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems. Under highway driving conditions, the SCR
systems are effective at reducing NOx emissions. However, under urban driving, the SCR systems
are ineffective and result in significantly elevated emissions of NOx (Thiruvengadam et al. 2015,
Dixit et al. 2017). The reagent used to reduce NOx within the SCR is urea, and if slippage occurs,
could also result in a local urban source of ammonia (NH3).
2.1.5.

Greenhouse gases and air quality co-benefits

Globally, cities account for ~50% of the world population and at least 70% of the CO2
emissions (Duren and Miller 2012). Yet a robust urban carbon monitoring system for CO2 and
CH4 has not been established to track trends in greenhouse gas emissions, though urban
testbeds have been established in Indianapolis (INFLUX), Los Angeles (Megacities Carbon
Project), and Baltimore/Washington, DC (Northeast Corridor Urban Test Bed) with support from
NIST (https://www.nist.gov/topics/greenhouse-gas-measurements/urban-test-beds).
In most US cities, buildings and transportation comprise the two largest sources of CO2
emissions (McDonald et al. 2014, Gately and Hutyra 2017). These sources also are the two main
NOx sources in cities (McDonald et al. 2018b) and of VOCs to the urban atmosphere (McDonald
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et al. 2018a) contributing to ozone and PM2.5. Fugitive leaks of methane have been shown to
occur from the oil and natural gas production and supply infrastructure and landfills (Alvarez et
al. 2018, Kuwayama et al. 2019, Plant et al. 2019). Refineries remain an important source of
reactive VOCs (Johansson et al. 2014) and oil and natural gas infrastructure are a source of light
alkanes (Peischl et al. 2013). Relatively little attention has been paid to VOC emissions from
landfills, though they could be a potential emission pathway by which VCPs are emitted into the
atmosphere. Given the overlap in emission sources that contribute to both air pollutants and
greenhouse gases, there are potential synergies for cities to optimize management of air quality
and the carbon cycle.
2.1.6.

The role of heatwaves, meteorology, and long-range transport on urban air
quality

Over the last 50-60 years, US heatwaves have become more frequent, last longer, and
are more intense (Habeeb et al. 2015). Heatwaves have been associated with enhanced levels
of ozone (Meehl et al. 2018), as well as human mortality (Mora et al. 2017). As Figure 3
illustrates for New York City, heatwaves can significantly enhance ozone well in exceedance of
national ambient air quality standards (Coggon et al. 2021). However, the impacts of
meteorology on ozone and aerosol formation are complex through dependencies on
temperature, sunlight, precipitation, and effects on dynamical and physical processes (Doherty
et al. 2017). For example, warmer temperatures are expected to result in a higher planetary
boundary layer which enhances dilution and lowers air pollutant concentrations. This can be
offset if a heatwave results in stagnant wind conditions and/or recirculation of air masses that
allow for build-up of air pollution.
It is well established from prior NOAA CSL field campaigns that coastal dynamics affect
the transport of ozone and other air pollutants, including during NEAQS2002, ICARTT2004,
TEXAQS2000, TEXAQS2006, and CALNEX2010 (Angevine et al. 1996, Banta et al. 2005, Darby et
al. 2007, White et al. 2007, Banta et al. 2011, Angevine et al. 2012, Angevine et al. 2013). As
Figure 8 illustrates, chemical transport modeling from ICARTT2004 shows that ozone can be
transported from Washington, DC through New York City up to the Gulf of Maine, which is
driven by mesoscale meteorology along the coast (Lee et al. 2011). There is a lack of
high-quality wind profiler and thermodynamic measurements over water surfaces, which
inhibits evaluation of numerical weather prediction models (Banta et al. 2018). Ship or airborne
lidars fill a critical measurement gap in providing data that can improve models of the marine
boundary layer, land-sea breeze recirculation, vertical mixing, as well as characterizing offshore
wind energy resources (Tunved et al. 2006, Pichugina et al. 2017).
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Figure 8. Transport of ozone (in ppb) as modeled in WRF-Chem along the US East Coast, from
the Mid-Atlantic through the Gulf of Maine, during the ICARTT 2004 field campaign (Lee et al.
2011).
In addition to coastal dynamics, urbanization results in the modification of land surfaces
that alter the surface energy balance. Urban heat islands (UHI) result when asphalt or concrete
with low albedo replace soils and vegetation and inhibit evapotranspiration. The magnitude of
UHI can be modeled as a function of population and precipitation, with the effect stronger in
the most populated cities (Manoli et al. 2019). Accounting for the urban canopy in chemical
transport models was shown to improve model predictions of ozone in New York City during the
ICARTT 2004 field campaign (Lee et al. 2011). Using high-resolution vegetation maps and albedo
maps was shown to improve the WRF model performance of urban meteorology in Los Angeles
(Vahmani and Ban-Weiss 2016). The effects of urbanization are an additional factor to consider
on meteorology in coastal cities. A key question is to what extent does the urban canopy need
to be parameterized and represented in chemical transport models? Often the urban canopy is
overlooked in operational weather forecasts due to computational cost.
Ozone and aerosols can be transported on regional to continental scales. Global
contributions to background ozone are estimated to be ~30 ppb over the Eastern US and have a
higher contribution in the Western US of ~40 ppb at high-altitude sites (Zhang et al. 2011). With
the lowering of the 8-hour US ozone standard to 70 ppb, and generally increasing trends of
global background ozone (Cooper et al. 2010), it is becoming more challenging for cities to meet
national ambient air quality standards (Cooper et al. 2015). Additionally, ozone can also be
transported from the stratosphere to the troposphere, especially in the intermountain west
(Langford et al. 2015, Langford et al. 2017). Terrain can result in lofting of air pollution from Los
Angeles, which lowers concentrations in Los Angeles and elevates pollutants transported over
long distances to other states (Langford et al. 2010). Ozone and aerosol lidars that report
vertically-resolved concentrations can be helpful in discerning local versus long-range transport
of air pollution, as well as whether there is mixing from the free troposphere to the surface.
Figure 9 shows an example of ozone lidar measurements made by the NASA Langley mobile
ozone lidar (LMOL) (De Young et al. 2017) located downwind of New York City during LISTOS
2018 (Coggon et al. 2021). While high ozone levels at the surface are generally decoupled from
the free troposphere, there are instances where downward transport of ozone to the surface is
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evident. Similarly, for aerosols, wildfire smoke from Alberta, Canada has been shown to
transport over North America and contribute to increased surface PM2.5 by 5-30 μg/m3 in New
York City (Wu et al. 2018). The vertical mixing and transport between the stratosphere, free
troposphere, and planetary boundary layer is an additional consideration on coastal
meteorology that can affect urban air quality.

Figure 9: Example of ozone lidar measurements by NASA Langley during LISTOS 2018 at
Westport, CT.
2.1.7.

Role of observations for evaluating and improving research, regulatory, and
operational 3D atmospheric chemistry models

Past ground site, mobile, and aircraft campaigns with comprehensive measurements of
gases and aerosols have been critical for evaluating and improving model processes and
prediction of air pollutants in 3D atmospheric chemistry models. For example, observations
from CalNex 2010 and LISTOS 2018 have motivated an update of emissions and chemistry from
VCPs leading to improved predictions of ozone and SOA (Coggon et al. 2021, Pennington et al.
2021, Qin et al. 2021). Aircraft campaigns are particularly important for evaluating model
processes because unlike routine groundsite monitoring, which only measure a small number of
gases and aerosols like ozone and PM2.5, aircraft campaigns provide co-located detailed
high-quality chemical measurements including ozone precursors (e.g., VOCs and NOx) and
speciated aerosols. Additionally, aircraft campaigns provide broader spatial and vertical
coverage than routine groundsite monitors. This greater chemical, spatial, and vertical detail in
aircraft observations is important for accurately identifying the cause of model biases and for
evaluating potential model improvements.
Current measurements of ozone, aerosols, VOCs, and NOx with broad spatial and
vertical coverage over urban regions are needed to understand how air quality has changed
over the last decades and evaluate if research, regulatory, and operational models are
accurately reflecting these changes. Studies suggest that anthropogenic emissions are changing
more rapidly than can be reflected in traditional inventories such as the US EPA National
Emissions Inventory (Ahmadov et al. 2015, Jiang et al. 2018, McDonald et al. 2018a, Negron et
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al. 2018, Li et al. 2021, Ma et al. 2021), especially for exceptional events such as the 2008 Global
Economic Recession [Tong et al., 2015] and the COVID-19 pandemic (Campbell et al. 2021,
Gkatzelis et al. 2021c). More up-to-date detailed chemical measurements in urban regions are
needed for creating and evaluating new approaches that allow for emission inventories to be
updated in near real time, which is particularly important for improving air quality predictions in
NOAA operational models (Tong et al. 2012). Additionally, more measurements of VOCs with a
wider range of volatilities are needed in urban regions for developing and evaluating new
chemical mechanisms such as CRACMM - Community Regional Atmospheric Chemistry
Multiphase Mechanism (Pye 2021). CRACMM will reflect the changing VOC distribution in urban
regions (e.g., reduced contribution of hydrocarbons from fossil fuels and increased contribution
of oxygenated VOCs from VCPs), include scientific advances such as autoxidation and improved
representation of heterogeneous processes, and be reduced enough to be considered for
regulatory and operational applications. In addition, a new model diagnostic tool called
MELODIES MONET is under development (https://melodies-monet.readthedocs.io/) to
encourage more complete evaluation of research, regulatory, and operational models against a
variety of surface, aircraft, and satellite observations all within the same framework. A more
rigorous and accurate understanding of model biases covering chemical, spatial, vertical, and
temporal scales can be achieved by evaluating models against a combination of different types
of observations, of which aircraft campaign measurements are an important component for
providing detailed chemical, spatial, and vertical resolution.

2.2.

Recent advances in understanding of the remote marine atmosphere

2.2.1.

Biogenic sulfur oxidation

Biogenic emissions of sulfur from Earth's oceans are well known to influence global
climate, but potential feedbacks affecting radiative budgets have been an ongoing topic of
debate (Charlson et al. 1987, Quinn and Bates 2011, Carslaw et al. 2013). Dimethyl sulfide
(DMS), the most abundant biological source of sulfur to the marine atmosphere, is central to
this research (Andreae et al. 1985, Andreae 1990, Bates et al. 1992). DMS oxidation is the
source of up to 18% of the global sulfate burden in the present-day atmosphere with an
approximate burden in the preindustrial background of over 48% (Tilmes et al. 2019) (Gondwe
et al. 2003, Yang et al. 2017). Understanding the importance of DMS derived sulfate relative to
other marine aerosol sources such as sea-spray aerosol, long-range transport of terrestrial
particles, and secondary marine aerosol produced from non-DMS precursors (O'Dowd and De
Leeuw 2007, Quinn and Bates 2011, Prather et al. 2013), in both pre-industrial and present-day
atmospheres, requires a complete understanding of the chemical and physical processes
affecting DMS oxidation products.
Once in the atmosphere, DMS undergoes radical-initiated oxidation by hydroxyl (OH),
halogen radicals (e.g. chlorine, Cl, and bromine oxide, BrO), and the nitrate radical (NO3) to form
a suite of oxidation products (Andreae et al. 1985, Andreae 1990, Hoffmann et al. 2016, Chen et
al. 2018). Gas phase sulfur dioxide (SO2), one of these oxidation products, can react further to
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form sulfuric acid (H2SO4), a key precursor to new particles formed via homogeneous nucleation
in air masses where the existing condensation sink is small (Kulmala 2003). These newly formed
particles may grow by further condensation and coagulation to sizes large enough to serve as
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), thus affecting cloud optical properties and climate (Merikanto
et al. 2009). In addition, SO2 and methane sulfonic acid (MSA, CH3SO3H) can partition to aerosol
liquid water to form additional non-sea salt sulfate (nss-SO42-) (Saltzman et al. 1983, Boniface et
al. 2000, Hodshire et al. 2019).
Despite the crucial role DMS plays as a natural source of aerosol sulfate,
parameterizations of the complex oxidation pathways remain insufficient. Previous work has
focused almost exclusively on the yields and fate of the terminal products SO2 and MSA and
their impact on the concentration of CCN (Merikanto et al. 2009). These observational
limitations as well as computational restrictions on global and regional chemical transport
models have led to an oversimplification of DMS formation and loss processes, where DMS
reactions are typically represented as a binary oxidation reaction to produce SO2 and MSA (Chin
et al. 1996).
Recent research has confronted this oversimplification through the identification of a
previously unidentified DMS oxidation product, hydroperoxymethyl thioformate (HPMTF)
highlighted in Figure 10 (Veres et al. 2020), and quantification of a new, potentially significant
source of biogenic marine sulfur, methanethiol (Lawson et al. 2020)[Novak et al., 2022]. Cloud
uptake of HPMTF alone, a previously unidentified loss process for marine sulfur, accounts for a
global reduction of approximately 35% in net SO2 production and results significant changes to
the spatial distribution of sulfate in marine environments (Vermeuel et al. 2019, Veres et al.
2020, Novak et al. 2021). Additionally, carbonyl sulfide (OCS), a key climate gas through its role
as the source of stratospheric aerosol mass (Bruhl et al. 2012), has been recently identified as a
product of HPMTF oxidation (Jernigan et al. 2022).
Collectively, these recent discoveries highlight the role of DMS in regulating the
temporal and spatial distributions of SO2, H2SO4, and non-sea salt sulfate. The sensitivity of
global aerosol radiative forcing simulations to new descriptions of the formation and loss
process of marine sulfur motivates further research into the fate of sulfur species in the remote
atmosphere (Fung et al. 2022). During AEROMMA we will deploy a comprehensive
measurement suite capable of detecting both gas and particle phase sulfur species including gas
phase observations of HPMTF (Iodide time of flight mass spectrometer, TOF CIMS), DMS and
methanethiol (VOCUS-PTR), SO2, and particle phase sulfate and MSA tracers (particle-into-liquid
sampler with online ion chromatography, PILS-IC, and a high resolution time of flight aerosol
mass spectrometer, HR-AMS). Flight plans will be designed to span a range of meteorological
conditions and geographical conditions to provide ample statistics on the impacts of aerosols
and clouds on the marine sulfur system.
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Figure 10: Proposed biogenic marine sulfur cycle including HPMTF formation.
2.2.2.

Marine halogens

The marine atmosphere is the main source of natural halogen-containing (e.g Br, Cl, I)
gases. Halogen species originate from a variety of natural processes including reactions on sea
salt aerosol (SSA), stratospheric transport, and rapid cycling with inorganic reservoirs (Platt and
Honninger 2003, Wang et al. 2019). Halogens can impact the oxidative capacity of the
atmosphere by altering VOC, NOx and HOx budgets in both coastal urban and pristine marine
environments (Saiz-Lopez and von Glasow 2012, Simpson et al. 2015).
Halogen oxides (BrO, ClO, IO) play an important role in the ozone depletion cycle.
Halogens have been shown to reduce O3 concentrations in marine environments by up to 20%
(Saiz-Lopez and von Glasow 2012, Sherwen et al. 2016). Similarly in coastal urban regions, a
recent modeling study approximates a 10% increase in secondary organic aerosol and
reductions in O3 and NOx in the city of Los Angeles (Raff et al. 2009, Muñiz-Unamunzaga et al.
2018). Conversely, increases in tropospheric ozone and secondary organic aerosol production
has been observed as a result of the reaction of ClNO2 on marine aerosols in coastal urban areas
(Osthoff et al. 2008, Hossaini et al. 2016). Additional, improved measurements of these key
halogen species are required to further quantify their impact on baseline continental O3.
BrO in particular reacts with key atmospheric species such as DMS, HO2, and NOx to
activate halogens radicals, form reactive halogen species or yield key reservoir species.
Reactions of DMS with BrO have been of recent interest, however, there remains disagreement
over the relative impact of this reaction on DMS oxidation. In one recent modeling study, BrO
oxidation accounted for up to 46% of the DMS oxidation (Hoffmann et al. 2016), however others
have suggested significantly lower net impacts, less than 5% (Veres et al. 2020). Recent studies
have further highlighted the discrepancies between measurements and modeled Cl and BrO
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abundances, which impacts our ability to accurately describe their impact on DMS chemistry
[Wang et al. 2021].
Large uncertainties remain in the sources, abundance, and chemical mechanisms of
marine sourced halogens. These uncertainties limit our ability to accurately describe the role of
halogens on the tropospheric ozone and global NOx and HOx budgets. The AEROMMA study will
provide additional field observations of marine halogen species, BrO, ClNO2, Cl2 (I-TOF CIMS),
VOCs (VOCUS-PTR), NOx (LIF), and particulate chloride (HR-AMS). These observations will be
used to test model descriptions to further constrain the impact of marine halogens on the
oxidative budget of urban regions, and to assess the role these emissions on urban air quality in
a changing atmosphere.

2.2.3.

Marine sources of VOC, NOx, and aerosols, Ozone transport and
deposition

The global background concentrations of ozone and the oxidation capacity in remote
regions are impacted significantly by air-sea exchange of reactive species such as O3, nitrogen
oxides, and trace organics. One key need is to understand the production and chemical or
physical loss of O3 over the oceans which controls the present-day baseline continental O3 due
to onshore flow, and as well to estimate preindustrial O3. In addition, moderately long-lived
climate and ozone active gases such as methane and methyl chloroform are controlled by the
hydroxyl radical, which is quite sensitive to the low mixing ratios of nitric oxide over the Earth's
marine environments (Montzka et al. 2011, Travis et al. 2020)(Guo et al., 2021; Zhao et al.,
2019). Trace organic species such as acetaldehyde and isoprene are important reactive carbon
reservoirs and indicators of biological processes in the air/sea interface. These organics may act
as precursors for organic aerosol formation in pristine areas where models frequently
underestimate their abundance (Wang et al. 2019).
Measurements of the fluxes of key species including O3, NOx, and marine sourced
organics are needed to advance the understanding of air-sea exchange and its impact on the
atmosphere. Ozone deposition velocities have been measured in a limited number of locations
and can vary widely (Helmig et al. 2012, Hannun et al. 2020, Novak et al. 2020), but remain an
important uncertainty in the marine O3 budget. Additional high-quality measurements of this
deposition rate are urgently needed. Nitrogen oxides in pristine marine environments have
almost always been measured in higher abundance than can be explained by known sources,
which are mostly limited to transport of continental or lightning NOx into the MBL. Numerous
mechanisms have been proposed that might act as sources of NOx over the ocean. These
include the direct photolytic production of NOx (Carpenter and Nightingale 2015, Reed et al.
2017) or HONO (Crilley et al. 2021) from photolysis of nitrate in the surface sea waters or in
aerosols in the MBL, as well as biotic mechanisms which may be more prevalent in oxygen
depletion zones. While differences between modeled and measured NOx have implied a missing
marine source, direct flux measurements that could confirm a marine source of NOx have not
been reported.
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While the NASA Atmospheric Tomography (ATom) mission provided global scale
measurements of O3, NOx and some organic compounds, only O3 was measured with sufficient
precision to perform eddy-covariance flux calculations. Fast measurements of non-oxygenated
organics such as DMS and isoprene, were not available on that mission. In addition, dwell time
in the MBL which allowed for some EC-Flux measurements of O3 deposition velocity, were only
a minor part of the flight time. In AEROMMA, we will expand our knowledge of air/sea
exchange of these species by focusing flight hours on lower altitudes (~500 feet) and stacked
flight legs allowing for measurement of the flux divergence near the sea surface. Also available
on AEROMMA will be higher precision measurements of NO (LIF) (Rollins et al. 2020) and many
organics (Vocus-PTR) which should allow for concurrent flux measurements of the light organics.

2.2.4.

Marine aerosols and radiative impacts

Marine aerosols are produced primarily through three processes: sea-spray, secondary
production of sulfate, and secondary production of organics. Marine aerosols can affect the
amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth's surface through the production of CCN (Figure
11). The remote marine atmosphere is particularly sensitive to the production of additional CCN
due to the low concentrations of CCN in this environment. Production of CCN can dramatically
change the number and size of cloud droplets (Andreae and Rosenfeld 2008, Moore et al. 2013).
One study in particular observed a doubling in the cloud droplet number concentration as a
result of a marine aerosol production associated with a phytoplankton bloom in the Southern
Ocean resulting in a calculated change in the local radiative flux of -15 W m-2 (Meskhidze and
Nenes 2006). These indirect effects of marine aerosols on clouds remain the largest uncertainty
in current IPCC radiative forcing estimates. Therefore, parameterization of the sources of
aerosols is important to understanding changes in Earth's radiation balance in response to
changes in the burden and properties of these aerosols as a result of a changing climate. In-situ
atmospheric measurements with high spatial resolution of MBL aerosol loading and
microphysical properties, effects of cloud processing and entrainment of aerosols from the free
troposphere and non-sea- salt sulfate, are required are required to improve parameterization of
ocean ecosystem-CCN-cloud for Earth system models.
Although direct anthropogenic emissions of SO2 currently dominate indirect biogenic
sources on a global scale, natural DMS emissions may have a more important impact on global
climate. Anthropogenic SO2 emissions originate primarily from northern midlatitude continental
point sources, and the atmospheric lifetime of approximately a few days limits its global impact.
DMS on the other hand, is emitted over vast regions of Earth's oceans, and is the main source of
particulate sulfate over the majority of the tropical marine boundary layer. These particles in
turn play an important role in controlling the albedo of tropical marine cumulus clouds. Global
anthropogenic SO2 is expected to continue to decrease as a result of emissions regulation
(Klimont et al. 2013, Krotkov et al. 2016), while emissions of DMS continue to increase in a
warming climate (Grandey and Wang 2015, Galí et al. 2019), further increasing the relative
impact of the DMS fraction of global reactive sulfur in the future.
Globally, the most important source region for new particles is thought to be the tropical
free and upper troposphere (UT) (Williamson et al. 2019). Trace gases in this region are
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primarily transported there via intense tropical deep convection, bringing air from the marine
boundary layer into the UT. The small amount of SO2 in this region which is a key ingredient for
new particle formation is therefore most likely sourced from oxidation of DMS. Understanding
the SO2 yield from DMS oxidation is therefore key to understanding the availability of SO2 for UT
aerosol nucleation and growth.
Nucleation and growth of aerosol particles to reach CCN active sizes is a global
phenomenon which has control over CCN concentrations in clean environments (Dunne et al.
2016, Williamson et al. 2019). Limitations in the understanding of the chemistry controlling
aerosol nucleation and growth rates in the cleanest marine environments presents a major
uncertainty in the abundance of CCN in preindustrial times and is one of the primary reasons for
the current magnitude of uncertainty in aerosol indirect effect on global climate (Carslaw et al.
2013, Gordon et al. 2016). Observations in regions with limited influence from anthropogenic
emissions have demonstrated that NPF can occur in pristine regions near Earth's surface. Many
studies conducted in forested regions (e.g., (Andreae et al. 2022)) have demonstrated frequent
observations of NPF that are likely due to condensation of species other than H2SO4. Current
understanding centers around the idea that low volatility organic compounds may be formed by
oxidation of biogenic VOCs, either by organic peroxide formation from RO2 + RO2 chemistry, or
from autoxidation processes, both of which can only occur in environments with very low NO
concentrations and long peroxy radical lifetimes (Bianchi et al. 2019). A number of studies have
demonstrated that NPF at some coastal sites is associated with iodine chemistry (McFiggans et
al. 2010, Sipila et al. 2016) occurring during exposure of algal species at low tide. However,
characterization of NPF over the open ocean which might be of clear global importance is
lacking.
Veres et al. (2020) presented anecdotal evidence from observations during ATom that
biogenic sulfur chemistry very likely results in new particle formation in outflow regions of
marine cloud decks. However, a comprehensive suite of measurements and significant dwell
time observing aerosol nucleation and growth was not possible during ATom. An understanding
of MBL new particle formation (NPF) sufficient for implementation into global climate models
would require detailed in-situ observations that could fully track NPF events in time and
characterize their chemistry well enough to confidently constrain a useful parameterization.
The chemical and microphysical payload that will be deployed for AEROMMA will provide a
much more detailed characterization of the chemical mechanisms of NPF in the marine
atmosphere. During AEROMMA we will target the sampling of regions over the open ocean
likely to experience NPF, such as open cell cloud structures, and dwell sufficiently long in those
regions to derive aerosol nucleation and growth rates. Such a sampling strategy is challenging
because NPF events are inherently fleeting and will require real-time guidance based on
satellite imagery of locations that appear likely to provide the conditions for those events. The
gas-phase chemical observations available will allow for identification of the role specific
species, such as DMS oxidation products, play in the nucleation or growth periods of NPF.
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Figure 11: Linkages between air-sea exchange and the production of CCN in the remote marine
atmosphere [Quinn and Bates, 2011].

2.3.

Spaceborne atmospheric composition capabilities during AEROMMA

2.3.1.

Current and planned geostationary satellite observations

NOAA's Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) - R Series
(https://www.goes-r.gov/) weather satellites are currently in geostationary orbit over North
America. The first two of the four satellites have been launched; GOES-16 (East) and GOES-17
(West) are operational since 2017 and 2019, respectively. The onboard Advanced Baseline
Imager (ABI) consists of 16 spectral bands in the visible, near-infrared and infrared, and “tracks
and monitors cloud formation, atmospheric motion, convection, land surface temperature,
ocean dynamics, flow of water, fire, smoke, volcanic ash plumes, aerosols and air quality, and
vegetative health” (https://www.goes-r.gov/spacesegment/abi.html). The GOES-16/GOES-17
satellite imagery from ABI is able to scan the Continental US and Pacific US (including Hawaii) at
0.5 - 2 km spatial resolution every five minutes and can be used to identify areas of cloudy and
cloud-free scenes over continental, coastal, and remote marine atmospheres.
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GOES-16 and 17 satellite imagery were used extensively during past aircraft missions
such as NOAA/NASA Fire Influence on Regional to Global Environments and Air Quality
(FIREX-AQ2019) and the Atlantic Tradewind Ocean-Atmosphere Mesoscale Interaction
Campaign (ATOMIC2020, https://psl.noaa.gov/atomic/) for flight planning. Smoke plume images
were used to direct the NASA DC-8, the NOAA Twin Otter, and the NASA ER-2 to the fires in the
western US wildfires and detections of small fires were used to find agricultural burns with the
NASA DC-8 in the southeastern US. In addition, Narenpitak et al., [submitted] used GOES-16
satellite imagery for coordinated airborne and shipborne measurements during ATOMIC2020.
The measurements and satellite imagery were used to improve the model representation of
clouds from small shallow “sugar” to wide deep “flower” clouds (Narenpitak et al., submitted).
In addition to detecting clouds and smoke, efforts have been made to retrieve atmospheric
composition data, including diurnally-varying aerosol optical depth (AOD) from GOES-16 (Zhang
et al., 2020).
TEMPO is a NASA earth venture instrument that is anticipated to be launched on a
commercial payload in January 2023 and be operational in-time for AEROMMA 2023
(http://tempo.si.edu/overview.html). TEMPO will be launched into geostationary orbit over
North America, and joins a geostationary constellation of air pollution monitoring satellites over
Europe (Sentinel 4) and Asia (GEMS). By being in geostationary orbit, TEMPO will provide up to
hourly observations over North America during the daytime at approximately 8.4 km x 4.4 km at
the center of the field of regard (see Figure 12 for domain coverage and spatial resolution of
NO2 hotspots expected to be detected across the day). The TEMPO instrument measures in the
ultraviolet and visible (290-490 nm, 540-740 nm) spectrum (Zoogman et al. 2017). Species and
data products that TEMPO will be able to detect, include many species relevant to urban air
quality, including columns of surface and total O3, NO2, formaldehyde, glyoxal, SO2, and aerosol
optical depth (AOD). TEMPO will also measure select reactive halogens, such as bromine oxide
(BrO) present in the marine boundary layer. Existing algorithms used to derive aerosol layer
height from space-borne observations will be extended to TEMPO.

Figure 12: Tropospheric NO2 from TropOMI on the TEMPO field of regard which includes most of
the AEROMMA 2023 study region.
Currently, NOAA is planning the successor to the GOES-R series of satellites with the
Geostationary Extended Observations (GeoXO) satellite system to be launched in the 2030s
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(https://www.nesdis.noaa.gov/next-generation-satellites/geostationary-extended-observationsgeoxo). The GeoXO constellation will continue existing capabilities of GOES-R and also proposes
new recommended capabilities addressing environmental challenges associated with weather,
oceans, and climate. Core capabilities that will continue include the visible/infrared imager. New
recommended capabilities relevant to AEROMMA include Atmospheric Composition,
Hyperspectral Infrared Sounder, and Ocean Color Imager (see Figure 13).

Figure 13: The GeoXO constellation planned for 2030 and beyond.
The recommended capabilities of the Atmospheric Composition instrument is a UV-VIS
spectrometer similar in specifications to TEMPO. It is important to note that capabilities of
monitoring atmospheric composition are not limited to species in the UV-visible spectrum
alone, but also in the shortwave-IR, midwave-IR, and thermal-IR. Many trace gases can be
retrieved from the IASI/MetOp sounder (Clerbaux et al., 2009), which include greenhouse gases
(e.g., CO2, CH4, N2O), carbon monoxide (CO), and reactive gases (e.g., SO2, NH3, VOCs such as
CFCs, OCS, ethene, methanol, formic acid, and PAN). Airborne data collected from AEROMMA
will provide insights into what might be observed from a Hyperspectral Infrared Sounder and/or
partner payload with short- to thermal-IR capabilities, in conjunction with trace gas and aerosol
species remotely sensed by a UV-VIS Atmospheric Composition instrument. This will also
provide insights into extending capabilities of the Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) Cross-track
Infrared Sounder (CrIS).
2.3.2.

Geostationary and Polar-Orbiting satellite science

Polar-orbiting satellites provide global coverage of trace gases and aerosols at midday,
which complement observations from geostationary satellites over targeted domains. To date,
polar-orbiting satellites have helped improve understanding of emission sources and trends,
and nonlinear chemical processes. NOAA CSL scientists have contributed to studies using
TROPOMI NO2 to constrain urban and background sources of US NOx emissions (Li et al. 2021),
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evaluate changes in NOx due to COVID-19 (Kondragunta et al. 2021), and assess inequality in
NO2 exposures (Demetillo et al. 2020, Demetillo et al. 2021). Kim et al. (2018) illustrated the
importance of high-resolution a-priori profiles of formaldehyde for spaceborne observations
over the Los Angeles basin. Modeling of the New York City region suggested the potential of
remotely sensed peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) along with formaldehyde to constrain
anthropogenic VOC emissions (Coggon et al. 2021). NOAA CSL field campaign data have been
used to advance new retrievals of reactive VOCs from CrIS, including isoprene (Wells et al.
2020). CrIS retrievals have helped reveal the importance of vehicular sources of ammonia in Los
Angeles (Cao et al. 2020). Lastly, TROPOMI NO2 and CH4 retrievals illustrate the intersection of
co-emitted air pollutants and greenhouse gases, including over oil and gas fields (Francoeur et
al. 2021). Spaceborne atmospheric composition capabilities have advanced greatly, and the
AEROMMA campaign will help ensure continued advancement of satellite algorithms of trace
gases and aerosols, and improved model representations of emissions and chemistry over the
North American continent.
2.3.3.

Evaluating satellite retrievals

Ground-based
networks
of
remote
sensors,
including
Pandonia
(https://www.pandonia-global-network.org/) and AERONET (https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/)
provide a robust dataset that can be used to characterize uncertainties in satellite retrievals of
trace gases and aerosols. Figure 14 shows Pandora and AERONET sites, located in urban regions
that will be targeted by AEROMMA, that are currently operational within the TEMPO field of
view, and which all retrieve columns of NO2 and O3, and some SO2 and formaldehyde. The
AERONET sites retrieve aerosol optical depth (AOD).

Figure 14. Sites that are currently active from Aeronet (purple) and Pandora (green) located in
the AEROMMA target city regions.
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Figure 15 shows four different satellite products over North America detecting changes
in tropospheric NO2 columns during the COVID-19 lockdown period. The four different satellite
instruments clearly do not agree well on their observations on how NO2 changed due to
lockdown measures. Zhang et al. (2020) demonstrated the importance of bias-correcting
GOES-16 AOD retrieval using empirical observations from AERONET (Figure 15, bottom). These
two examples highlight the critical importance of field-intensive data, along with ground-based
remote sensing networks, to evaluate and improve satellite retrievals of atmospheric
composition.

Figure 15. (top) Change in tropospheric NO2 columns over the US comparing the COVID-19
lockdown period (April 2020) relative to the previous year (April 2019). The differences are
shown from four concurrent satellite instruments. (Figure provided by J. He, NOAA CSL).
(bottom) GOES-16 ABI AOD without and with empirical bias correction (Zhang et al. 2020).
Over the remote ocean, airborne measurements from the Atmospheric Tomography
Missions (ATom: https://csl.noaa.gov/projects/atom/) have been used to evaluate satellite
retrievals of AOD. Brock et al. (2021) derived aerosol extinction profiles and AOD by combining
in-situ aerosol measurements of dry size distribution, ambient size distribution, single particle
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composition, bulk composition, black carbon, and water-soluble brown carbon, along with
meteorological parameters (H2O, temperature, pressure) and compositional, hygroscopic
growth, and optical models (see Figure 16). From the in-situ derived aerosol extinction profiles,
the sources of aerosols can also be distinguished, including biomass burning, sulfate/organic
aerosol, sea salt, and dust. This helps to improve evaluation of satellite AOD products, such as
from the Suomi-NPP Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS). Improving satellite AOD
products and understanding sources of aerosols over open and coastal ocean helps increase
confidence in ingesting satellite AOD for NOAA global forecast models.

Figure 16: (top) Aerosol extinction profiles derived from in-situ airborne instrumentation
on-board the NASA DC-8 during the AToM field campaign. (bottom) Evaluation of AOD derived
from airborne data with Suomi-NPP/VIIRS AOD products.
2.3.4.

NOAA User Readiness Plan

In its value assessment of atmospheric composition capabilities (Frost et al. 2020), NOAA
outlined 7 application areas on: (1) Air Quality Forecasting, (2) Weather and Climate
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Forecasting, (3) Fire Weather Forecasting, (4) Hazards Forecasting, (5) Stratospheric Ozone
Monitoring, (6) Greenhouse Gas Monitoring, and (7) Air Quality Monitoring. The data collected
from AEROMMA across both megacity and marine environments will provide data that will
inform GeoXO and demonstrate its potential to contribute to several of these application areas,
including on air quality forecasting, weather and climate forecasting, greenhouse gas
monitoring, and air quality monitoring. AEROMMA provides the first opportunity to assess the
enhanced capabilities of TEMPO to monitor air pollution over the continental US and explore
whether data delivered can be utilized in operational air quality forecasting. In partnership with
the US Environmental Protection Agency, NOAA issues forecast guidance and warns the public
of poor air quality episodes through its National Air Quality Forecast Capability (NAQFC), which
is part of the Unified Forecast System (UFS). Figure 17 highlights the importance of advancing
the NAQFC. In the US, annually over 100,000 premature deaths are associated with enhanced
ozone and PM2.5, and greatly exceeds the number of deaths associated with other
weather-related fatalities amounting to 500 per year combined (Fann et al. 2012).

Figure 17: The U.S. weather mortality rates (figure from GeoXO Value Assessment, 2020).
Field data collected over the marine atmosphere will also aid Earth System Models
(https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/earth-system-models/) developed by the NOAA Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Laboratory, by improving oceanic emissions and chemical processes that affect
chemistry-climate interactions. Measurements over the North American continent will also help
improve anthropogenic and biogenic emissions that affect climate, and provide observations
that leverage global-to-regional refinement capabilities of the Finite Volume Cubed-Sphere
(FV3) dynamical core (https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/fv3/).
2.3.5.

Proving Ground Risk Reduction of Geostationary Satellite Observations

Because TEMPO is a new satellite instrument with hourly observing capabilities of air
pollution unseen over North America, it is important to prove the advanced capabilities of
TEMPO and reduce risk of utilizing satellite data for forecasting and regulatory applications by
characterizing uncertainties. Specifically, it is important to characterize uncertainty in relating
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satellite slant columns to surface concentrations. Along with TEMPO, uncertainties of
polar-orbiting satellites can be characterized simultaneously. Suborbital airborne campaigns,
needed to reduce uncertainties of satellite column retrievals over both the North American
megacities and marine environments, consist of:
(1) heavy-lift long-duration in-situ research aircraft (NASA DC-8) with a full trace gas and aerosol
instrument payload, to reduce uncertainty in vertical structure and optical properties of trace
gases and aerosols observed by atmospheric composition satellites, and
(2) small airborne remote sensing platforms (NASA GV, NOAA Twin Otter) to reduce uncertainty
in high spatial/temporal patterns of trace gases and aerosols observed by atmospheric
composition satellites.

2.3.6.

New measurement capabilities of TEMPO

TEMPO will provide diel variation of trace gases and aerosol columns, which will allow
for new science, but also may have needs for understanding how the retrievals work as a
function of solar zenith angle, especially for early and late day measurements. Aircraft profiles
are needed for characterization of columns and boundary layer structure throughout the whole
TEMPO field of regard and throughout the whole day.
NO2, AOD, and CH2O are the most standard trace gas products from current polar
orbiters, but TEMPO aims to measure more, including 0–2 km and free tropospheric O3,
CHOCHO, SO2, and potentially even compounds like HONO and NO3. AEROMMA will have the
measurement capabilities for all the TEMPO standard and extended products, which can be
used to support the development of the enhanced capabilities from TEMPO.
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3.

Platforms and study period in summer 2023

AEROMMA 2023 will be a large multi-platform experiment that integrates the NOAA CSL
activities with simultaneous related efforts from several other agencies and partners using
airborne and surface platforms. Research platforms for AEROMMA 2023, coordinated field
activities, and coordinated routine air quality monitoring are listed in Table 1. The proposed
study periods in spring and summer 2023 for each platform are shown in Figure 18. The various
deployment areas are pictured in Figure 19. Details for each platform will be discussed below.
Platform

Experiment name

PIs

Affiliation Sponsor

Web resource

Aircraft
NASA DC-8

AEROMMA (Atmospheric
Emissions and Reactions
Observed from Megacities
to Marine Areas)

Urban: Carsten
NOAA CSL
Warneke, Rebecca
Schwantes
Marine: Patrick Veres,
Drew Rollins

NOAA,
NOAA
NESDIS,
NOAA
GeoXO

https://csl.noaa.gov/project
s/aeromma/

NOAA Twin
Otter

CUPiDS (Coastal Urban
Plume Dynamics Study)

Alan Brewer

NOAA CSL

NOAA

https://csl.noaa.gov/project
s/aeromma/cupids/

NASA GV

STAQS (Synergistic TEMPO Laura Judd
Air Quality Science)

NASA
Langley

NASA

https://www-air.larc.nasa.g
ov/missions/staqs/

NCAR/NSF
C-130

GOTHAAM (Greater NY
Oxidant, Trace gas,
Halogen, and Aerosol
Airborne Mission)

John Mak

Stony Brook NSF

NPS Twin
Otter

SCILLA (Southern
California Interactions of
Low cloud and Land
Aerosol)

Mikael Witte

Naval
ONR, DOE
Postgraduate
School

ARL/UMD
Cessna

NEC-AQ-GHG (Northeast
Corridor Air Quality and
Greenhouse Gas Study)

Xinrong Ren
Russ Dickerson

NOAA ARL NOAA ARL
U. Maryland

https://www.nsf.gov/award
search/showAward?AWD_I
D=2023574&HistoricalAwar
ds=false

Ground sites
NYC CUNY

NYC-METS (New York City Drew Gentner, Jordan Yale,
metropolitan
Krechmer, Andy
Aerodyne
Measurements of
Lambe
Emissions and
TransformationS)

NOAA AC4

https://csl.noaa.gov/project
s/aeromma/nyc-mets/

NYC Yale
Coastal Site

NYC-METS

NOAA AC4

https://csl.noaa.gov/project
s/aeromma/nyc-mets/

Drew Gentner, Jordan Yale,
Krechmer, Andy
Aerodyne
Lambe

NYC Mineola FROG-NY (Fluxes of
Delphine Farmer,
Reactive Organic Gasses in Dylan Millet
New York)

CSU, U.
Minnesota

NOAA AC4

Atlanta

Georgia
Tech.

NSF, NOAA
AC4

Nga Lee (Sally) Ng,
Jennifer Kaiser
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Toronto
Scripps Pier
La Jolla, Mt.
Soledad

EPCAPE (Eastern Pacific
Cloud Aerosol
Precipitation Experiment)

Cora Young

York U.

NSERC

Lynn Russell

Scripps

DOE, NSF

https://www.arm.gov/resea
rch/campaigns/amf2023epc
ape

Long term monitoring
7 cities and
mobile units

TOLNet (Tropospheric
Ozone Lidar Network)

John Sullivan

NASA
Goddard

NASA

https://www-air.larc.nasa.g
ov/missions/TOLNet/

multiple
locations

Pandonia Global Network

Thomas Hanisco

NASA GSFC

NASA

https://pandora.gsfc.nasa.g
ov/

43 cities

PAMS (Photochemical
Assessment Monitoring
Stations)

Luke Valin

EPA

EPA

https://www.epa.gov/amtic
/photochemical-assessment
-monitoring-stations-pams

Kimberley Mueller,
Anna Karion

NIST

NIST

https://www.nist.gov/topics
/greenhouse-gas-measurem
ents/urban-test-beds

Georgia
Tech.

NSF

https://chbe.gatech.edu/ne
ws/2021/10/12-million-nsfgrant-will-establish-nationwi
de-atmospheric-measureme
nt-network

Indianapolis, Urban Test Bed
Los Angeles, Measurements:
Northeast
greenhouse gas fluxes
Corridor
12 cities

ASCENT (Atmospheric
Nga Lee (Sally) Ng
Science and mEasurement
NeTwork)

Table 1: Research platforms for AEROMMA 2023 and coordinated activities.

Figure 18: Calendar for research platforms and coordinated activities during the AEROMMA
study period.
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Figure 19: The deployment areas of AEROMMA and related activities in 2023.
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4.

Proposed experimental plan for AEROMMA 2023 (NASA DC-8)

4.1.

AEROMMA 2023 science objectives and questions

4.1.1.

Urban

AEROMMA 2023 will determine organics emissions and chemistry, including of
understudied VCPs and cooking in the most populated urban areas in the United States, to
better understand the impact on ozone and aerosol formation, and to study their relative
importance on urban air quality compared to other sources of VOCs such as from
energy-related, and biogenic sources.
1. How well do current emission inventories quantify the flux of anthropogenic VOC
emissions over North American cities, including VCPs, mobile sources, cooking, and
industrial facilities?
2. How does the relative distribution of VOC emissions vary by city and population density,
influencing the ratio of VCP to mobile source emissions?
3. What chemical tracers can be used to source apportion VOCs amongst VCPs,
energy-related, cooking, and biogenic sources?
4. How have emissions changed between AEROMMA2023 and previous urban
measurements (e.g., NEAQS2002, ICARTT2004, TEXAQS2006, CalNex2010, SENEX2013,
WINTER2015, UWFPS2017, NY-ICE/LISTOS2018, FIREX-AQ2019, SUNVEx2021, etc.)?
5. What is the composition of gas- and aerosol phase organics in the urban atmosphere,
including aromatics, alkanes, terpenes, cycloalkanes, oxygenated VOCs (including
water-soluble organics such as alcohols, esters, glycols, and glycol ethers), and organic
aerosol?
6. How well do reduced chemical mechanisms used in models represent the current
composition of gas- and aerosol phase organics in the urban atmosphere including
oxygenated VOCs from VCPs?
7. What is the relative role of anthropogenic (including VCPs and cooking) versus biogenic
VOCs on ozone and SOA formation, and how does this vary between vegetated and
non-vegetated regions?
8. How do organics affect the evolution of particle size, number distribution, and aerosol
optical properties (e.g., brown carbon) in urban outflow, and to what extent does urban
outflow contribute to cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) formation?
9. How well do models represent the oxidation chemistry of understudied oxygenated
VOCs from VCPs and how does this impact simulated ozone and SOA formation in and
downwind of urban regions?
AEROMMA 2023 will determine reactive nitrogen emissions and chemistry in major
urban corridors (i.e., urban core to suburban and outlying rural areas) to understand the current
importance of combustion and non-combustion sources, continue the trend analysis and
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determine changes in the reactive nitrogen cycle chemistry and its influence on ozone and
aerosol formation.
1. How well do current emission inventories quantify the flux of anthropogenic nitrogen
oxides (NOx = NO + NO2) over North American cities, including from mobile sources,
buildings, industrial facilities, and outlying agricultural regions and power generation?
2. How have NOx emissions changed between AEROMMA2023 and previous NOAA-led
measurements (e.g., NEAQS2002, ICARTT2004, TEXAQS2006, CalNex2010, SENEX2013,
WINTER2015, UWFPS2017, NY-ICE/LISTOS2018, FIREX-AQ2019, SUNVEx2021, etc.)?
3. What is the relative role of combustion (e.g., mobile sources) versus non-combustion
sources (e.g., agricultural soils) of NOx, nitrous acid (HONO), ammonia (NH3), and VOCs
on ozone and particulate formation?
4. How do the formation rates of ozone and particulate matter in urban outflow evolve
from high to low NOx regions? What is the spatial distribution of high or low NOx
regimes?
5. What is the speciation of oxidized reactive nitrogen in the continental background and
in urban outflow in 2023 and how well is it represented in models?
6. What is the lifetime of NOx, and what are its major loss processes in 2023? How does
this relate to and inform diurnally resolved remote sensing measurements?
7. How have changes in particulate matter composition, mass and surface area altered
heterogeneous processes, particularly with respect to nitrogen oxides?
8. What is the distribution of nitrogen oxides, VOCs and other short-lived primary
pollutants in urban areas, and how does this relate to economic and racial disparities at
urban scale?
AEROMMA 2023 will determine the co-benefits between managing air quality and the
carbon cycle. Investigate urban and coastal meteorology, to better understand extreme heat on
urban air quality. Assess how the emissions in U.S. urban areas recover after the COVID-19
outbreak.
1. How well do current emission inventories quantify the flux of anthropogenic CO2 and
CH4 emissions over North American cities, including from mobile sources, buildings,
industrial facilities, natural gas infrastructure, and landfills?
2. How does the flux of CO2 and CH4 emissions vary between North American cities,
including as a function of population density and age of energy infrastructure?
3. How does extreme heat affect urban and coastal meteorology, photochemistry, and
ozone and aerosol formation?
4. How does the urban canopy affect urban heat islands, land-sea breezes, and planetary
boundary layer (PBL) dynamics?
5. How have emissions recovered after the decrease in economic activities during
COVID-19?
6. Have the distribution and magnitude of VCP, mobile source, and industrial emissions
changed; is there a new normal after COVID-19?
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7. Are there differences in chemistry leading to ozone and secondary PM2.5 compared to
the lower emission and different VOC/NOx ratios measured during the NOAA
COVID-AQS 2020 campaign?
4.1.2.

Urban marine interface

AEROMMA 2023 will provide observations at the interface of the marine atmosphere
and the urban airshed to quantify what impact marine emissions have on urban air quality and
composition, and the impact of urban outflow on marine chemistry. Observations of SO2 and
aerosol abundance will resolve the relative contributions to SO2, sulfate aerosols, and CCN from
biogenic and anthropogenic sources.
1. How does anthropogenic NOx impact oxidation of biogenic sulfur and the product
distributions of secondary species in the marine atmosphere?
2. What impacts do marine halogens have on the atmospheric oxidant budget in coastal
urban areas through the key marine reactive halogen species, e.g., ClNO2, Cl2, and BrO?
3. Are marine gases important factors for ozone formation in coastal urban regions?
4. How is the baseline continental O3 controlled by O3 imported from onshore flow?
4.1.3.

Marine

AEROMMA 2023 will exploit the range and capabilities of the NASA DC-8 to sample the
pristine marine atmosphere in regions with (1) limited to moderate impacts from anthropogenic
sources, (2) high atmospheric burden from biogenic sulfur emissions, (3) stable meteorology, (4)
a well-defined marine boundary layer, and (5) varying cloud fields. AEROMMA Marine science
foci will include three primary themes.
Investigation of the emissions and chemistry in the remote marine atmosphere that
drive the formation of secondary products and marine aerosols. Flux observations will be used
to better quantify the air-sea exchange of VOCs, NOx, O3, and halogen species to better
understand the atmospheric budget of gas-phase precursor species in the remote atmosphere.
1. What are the sources of VOCs and volatile sulfur in the remote marine atmosphere?
2. How well do we understand the net oceanic flux of biogenic sulfur?
3. How do primary oceanic emissions of sea spray impact the marine aerosol burden,
spatial distribution and properties?
4. At what rates are atmospheric gases and aerosol deposited to the ocean's surface?
5. How important is NOx that is emitted from the sea surface or generated in the marine
boundary layer compared to transported NOx?
6. What are the emissions, fluxes, chemistry and transport of organic and inorganic marine
halogen species?
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Observations to better characterize the marine sulfur oxidation cycle and secondary
aerosol formation and dependencies on key parameters such as temperature, NOx, and
background aerosol.
1. Do we sufficiently understand oxidation of biogenic sulfur and VOCs in the remote
marine atmosphere?
2. What are the key details linking the oxidation of biogenic marine emissions to aerosol
production and growth? Do biogenic species other than sulfuric acid generate new
particles in the MBL or free troposphere?
3. What are the processes that drive the removal of gases and aerosols throughout the
marine boundary layer?
Observations to better characterize the marine sulfur oxidation cycle and secondary
aerosol formation and dependencies on key parameters such as temperature, NOx, and
background aerosol.
1. What fraction of the organic aerosol is primary versus secondary at various time scales?
2. How well do current models represent primary and secondary marine aerosols and their
radiative properties, and what are the largest associated uncertainties?
3. How do aerosol optical properties evolve due to secondary production and particle
phase transitions?
4. What are the sources of new particles in the remote troposphere, how rapidly do they
grow to CCN-active sizes, and how well are these processes represented in CCMs?
4.1.4.

Satellite

AEROMMA 2023 will provide observations for proving and reducing risk of TEMPO, JPSS,
and GOES-R science and near real-time trace gas and aerosol products.
1. How well does the diurnal cycle of geostationary trace gas (NO2, HCHO, O3) and aerosol
(AOD and ALH) products correspond to observations from heavy-lift in-situ aircraft,
airborne remote sensing, and ground-based observing networks (e.g., Pandonia and
AERONET)?
2. How does the NOx lifetime affect the interpretation of satellite retrievals of nitrogen
dioxide (NO2) as a constraint on urban to rural NOx emission inventories?
3. How well do TEMPO science and near real-time data products correspond to existing
polar-orbiting and geostationary satellites, including Sentinel-5P/TROPOMI,
NOAA-20/OMPS, NOAA-20/VIIRS and GOES-16/17 ABI over urban and marine areas?
4. How well can TEMPO tropospheric ozone and aerosol layer height be derived over
urban, coastal, and marine areas to improve vertical information of atmospheric
composition?
5. What is the value of extending NOAA JPSS and GeoXO spaceborne infrared remote
sensing capabilities, along with a UV-VIS spectrometer, to include greenhouse gases and
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other reactive gas and aerosol precursors for monitoring emissions, air quality, and
climate?
AEROMMA 2023 will provide field observations for evaluating NOAA's next generation
weather-chemistry models and chemical data assimilation of atmospheric composition satellite
data.
1. Does chemical data assimilation of TEMPO and GOES-R trace gas and aerosol products
help improve near real-time emissions updating and air quality forecasting capabilities?
2. How well do next generation NOAA weather-chemistry models using the FV3 dynamical
core (e.g., RRFS-CMAQ) perform when evaluated with aircraft and
geostationary/polar-orbiting satellite observations?
3. How can NOAA field campaigns lead to more direct improvements of NOAA operational
air quality models using tools such as MELODIES MONET?

4.2.

Deployment location and calendar

To meet the overall AEROMMA 2023 science objectives the NASA DC-8 aircraft will be
deployed out of Palmdale, CA and Dayton, OH. The combination of these locations provides the
ideal access to both remote marine regions as well as populated urban centers, by minimizing
the required aircraft transit times to regions of interest. With the long range of the DC-8, all
major urban areas in the western half of the US, marine flights to Alaska, the equator, and the
Pacific can be reached from Palmdale and all major urban areas in the eastern half of the U.S.
from Dayton, OH.
The DC-8 deployment window, shown in Figure 20, runs from approximately late-May to
mid-August, 2023. AEROMMA marine science goals are best accomplished in late spring and
early summer, while urban science goals are better accomplished later in summer during ozone
season. Therefore, flights will initially prioritize the marine science objectives and commence
based out of Palmdale, CA May to June, noted by the blue shaded region in Figure 20. The
AEROMMA project will then participate in the NASA Student Airborne Research Program (SARP)
in June followed by a one-week period of urban focused science flights based out of Palmdale,
CA. AEROMMA will have a break in operations from late- June to late- July. Flight operations will
transition to Dayton or Columbus, OH from late-July to mid-August to conduct the remainder of
the urban and satellite science focused research flights.
Palmdale, CA has been selected as the initial base of operations due to its proximity to
marine environments with limited anthropogenic influence off the western coast of the US. In
the near field, we expect elevated marine sulfur chemistry in coastal regions, which is a
common feature globally, and was validated for Coastal CA during an AEROMMA 2023 concept
flight performed based out of Palmdale, CA during the NASA SARP project in September 2019.
The range of the DC-8 provides the opportunity to conduct operations ranging from the North
Pacific in the Gulf of Alaska to the equatorial regions of interest. Palmdale, CA will also provide
the DC-8 access to the urban areas of Los Angeles and flight opportunities in the California
Central Valley to investigate agricultural influences. Additional urban flight targets based out of
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Palmdale include Las Vegas, NV and Salt Lake City, UT. The Salton Sea, where high DMS and
halogen emissions have been previously observed, provides an additional region of interest to
investigate sulfur oxidation in a region impacted by urban and agricultural emissions.
From Dayton, OH, the DC-8 can survey all the major urban areas on the east coast such
as New York, Chicago, and Toronto, together with the agriculture in Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois
and other cities such as Atlanta, Houston, and Dallas. Anthropogenic outflow on the Eastern
coast of the US provides ideal conditions to study the composition and aging of urban emission.
The TROPOMI monthly average NO2 map in Figure 12 clearly shows the large urban areas that
will be investigated during AEROMMA 2023.

Figure 20: Proposed timeline for the AEROMMA DC-8 deployment.

4.3.

Proposed payload

The proposed payload shown in Figure 21 is chosen to characterize the atmospheric
composition in urban and marine environments with more detailed in-situ measurements than
any previous aircraft campaign. The payload will be capable of addressing all of the major
science questions for AEROMMA 2023. We propose to equip the NASA DC-8 aircraft with a
complete set of gas phase, aerosol composition and optical properties, and radiation
measurements. The currently confirmed payload diagram is shown in Figure 21 and listed in
Table 2. Most instruments will have a high enough sampling frequency to be able to do wavelet
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eddy covariance flux measurements to determine emissions and deposition of VOCs, NOx, CO,
CO2, and CH4.

Figure 21: Proposed payload for the NASA DC-8 aircraft for AEROMMA.
Species Measured

Technique

PI-name

Institution

Gas phase measurements
O3, NO, NO2, NOy, 15N isotopes

NOyO3, 15N

HPMTF, PANs, HONO, OVOCs,
ClNO2, organic nitrogen
CO, CO2, CH4, H2O

Iodide ToF-CIMS (I- CIMS)

Andrew Rollins,
Steven Brown
Patrick Veres

NOAA CSL

Jeff Peischl

NOAA CSL

CO, CO2, CH4, H2O

Cavity Enhanced Absorption
(LGR+Picarro)
DLH, DACOM

Glenn Diskin

NASA Langley

SO2

Laser Induced Fluorescence

Andrew Rollins

NOAA CSL

OCS

Cavity Enhanced Absorption

Andrew Rollins

NOAA CSL

NH3

QC-TILDAS (QCLS NH3)

Ilana Pollack

CSU

CH3COCHO, CHOCHO, NO2, UV aerosol
extinction
Speciated hydrocarbons and OVOCs

Cavity Enhanced Spectrometer (ACES) Carrie Womack

NOAA CSL

H3O+ Vocus ToF-CIMS (PTR-ToF)

Carsten Warneke

NOAA CSL

C2-C10 Alkanes, C2-C4 Alkenes, C6-C9
Aromatics, C1-C5 Alkylnitrates, etc.
Hydro- and halocarbons

Whole Air Sampling (iWAS)

Jessica Gilman

NOAA CSL

Portable Flask Package (PFP)

John Miller

NOAA GML

Formaldehyde (HCHO)

Jennifer Kaiser

Georgia Tech

Highly Oxygenated VOCs

Laser Induced Fluorescence
(ISAF)
NH4+ Vocus ToF-CIMS (NH4+CIMS)

John Liggio

ECCC Canada

OH reactivity

Direct OH loss rate by LP–LIF (OHR)

Hendrik Fuchs

FZ Juelich

H2O2, organic peroxides, organic acids,
isoprene oxidation products, etc.

CalTech-CIMS (CT-CIMS)

Paul Wennberg

CalTech

NOAA CSL

Aerosol measurements (physical/optical/chemical)
Bulk aerosol composition, HNO3
BrC

Filter sampling and mist chamber
(PiLS-IC)
Spectro-photometer (BrC PiLS)

Amy Sullivan

CSU

Rebecca
Washenfelder

NOAA CSL
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Aerosol absorption and extinction at
multiple wavelengths and RH

Cavity ringdown extinction and
Charles Brock
photoacoustic absorption
spectrometers (AOP)
Aerosol scattering phase function at UV Laser Imaging Nephelometer (Li-Neph) Dan Murphy
and visible (blue) wavelengths
Aerosol number density, size dist., and Particle counters, nephelometers, etc. Charles Brock, Rich
physical properties, CCN
(UHSAS, CMASS, NMASS, CCN) (AMP) Moore
BC concentration, size, mixing state
Humidified-Dual SP2
Joshua Schwarz

NOAA CSL

Submicron aerosol composition

Aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-AMS) Ann Middlebrook

NOAA CSL

Submicron aerosol composition

Vocus Inlet for Aerosols with NH4+
CIMS detection (VIA-NH4+CIMS)
PALMS

Carsten Warneke

NOAA CSL

Daniel Cziczo

Purdue

Birger Bohn

FZ Juelich

Single particle composition

NOAA CSL
NOAA CSL,
NASA LaRC
NOAA CSL

Radiation
Zenith/nadir solar actinic flux and
photolysis frequencies

4π-sr spectroradiometry (CCD)

Table 2: Payload of the NASA DC-8 for AEROMMA 2023.

4.4.

AEROMMA flight plans

AEROMMA 2023 will require 180-200 NASA DC-8 flight hours, which includes test and
transit flights and approximately 24 science flights. In addition, three flight days will be
coordinated with NASA SARP.
4.4.1.

Urban Flight Objectives

We anticipate up to 16 flights for urban areas as listed in Table 3. Flights will cover
weekday/weekend, urban/rural gradients, and diurnal cycles and half a flight each for the
Central Valley and the agricultural areas in the upper Midwest totaling 14 science flights with up
to 110 hours. Depending on meteorological conditions each flight to a megacity can cover other
smaller cities or more than one megacity. The priorities of the cities for AEROMMA are
indicated by Tier 1-4 in Table 3. Two additional flights in Los Angeles and the Central Valley were
already conducted during FIREX-AQ in 2019. Potential AEROMMA flight tracks are shown in
Figure 22.

Flight type

# of
Hrs /
repeats flight

Altitude
profiles to
12 km 6 km

Raster /
flight

hrs /
flight
type

Altitude
profiles to
12 km

6 km

Raster /
flight type

Los Angeles (Tier 1)

3

7.5

2

6

2

22.5

6

18

6

New York (Tier 1)

4

7.5

2

6

2

30

8

24

8

Chicago (Tier 1)

2

7.5

2

6

2

15

4

12

4

Chicago/Toronto (Tier 2)

2

9

2

6

2

18

4

12

4
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Toronto (Tier 2)

1

7.5

2

6

2

7.5

2

6

2

Houston/Dallas (Tier 3)

1

9

2

6

2

9

2

6

2

Atlanta (Tier 4)

1

8

2

6

2

8

2

6

2

Transit

2

5

2

Total

16

NA

NA

28

84

28

10
NA

NA

120

Table 3: Payload of the NASA DC-8 for AEROMMA 2023.

Figure 22: Examples of potential flight plans for the NASA DC-8 aircraft for urban focused flights
over Los Angeles, New York City, Toronto, Chicago, Houston, Dallas, and Atlanta.
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4.4.2.

Satellite Flight Objectives

For every flight in urban areas, vertical profiles of in-situ measurements of NO2, HCHO,
glyoxal, aerosol extinction and other atmospheric components for satellite science will be flown
similarly as shown for New York City in Figure 23. Emissions and chemical transformation will be
determined at plume height, most often in the boundary layer. Flights will be coordinated with
the NASA GV remote sensing aircraft during STAQS, as will be described below.

Figure 23: Potential flight plans for the NASA DC-8 aircraft for science under TEMPO during
urban focused flights.
4.4.3.

Marine Flight Objectives

During the marine focused component of the AEROMMA study, the NASA DC-8 aircraft
will be deployed from Palmdale, CA. Palmdale, CA is ideally located to offer access to various
high value targets: marine/urban interface, pristine low NOx marine environments, high DMS
emission fields, and the tropical Eastern Pacific. The marine deployment will consist of 10
research flights (up to 80 flight hours).
Flight plans are being designed to directly address the science questions presented in
sections 4.2 and 4.3. We will largely focus on 3 regions of interest throughout the project, as
shown in Figure 24: 1) southern, low altitude surveys of the tropics/subtropics with a focus on
air/sea exchange, 2) observations in the North Pacific surveying sulfur chemistry and NPF, and 3)
coastal Pacific (indicated by the grey circle in Figure 24) where we expect a confluence of NOx
gradients from urban influence and high DMS emission fields. The DC-8 will additionally
coordinate overflights of the EPCAPE ground sites, described in section 6.3, as well as conduct
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joint aircraft/ship operations with a research vessel that may be present within the deployment
window with a complimentary payload, section 5.5.

Figure 24: Marine flights during AEROMMA
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5.

Coordinated activities in summer 2023

5.1.

Proposed experimental plan for CUPiDS 2023 (NOAA Twin Otter)

5.1.1.

Science objectives

To support the overall AEROMMA 2023 science objectives related to urban emissions as
affected by coastal meteorology, the NOAA Twin Otter aircraft will deploy to the New York City
region for the Coastal Urban Plume Dynamics Study (CUPiDS) in the summer of 2023.
An airborne scanning Doppler lidar operated from a NOAA Twin Otter aircraft will
measure the vertical and horizontal structure of the evolving horizontal-wind field along its
flight track over the U.S. East Coast to characterize the flows that carry plumes of air pollutants
emitted from New York City (NYC) and other major areas along the urban corridor
(Baltimore/Washington, Philadelphia, Boston). Data from the NOAA Twin Otter lidar will be
used to study diurnal forcing of atmospheric dynamics on urban plume transport and mixing in
coastal regions. Atmospheric effects such as the urban heat island and complex regional flows
driven by sea/land breezes have a strong diurnal signature. They impact the depth to which
urban emissions can mix in the boundary layer, and control the coherence and direction of
low-level transport in coastal regions. If these processes are not properly represented in
regional air quality models, the models will not accurately predict air quality in the region.
In addition to the AEROMMA science question, important CUPiDS questions include:
●
What flow regimes are conducive to high ozone in the NYC region?
●
What is the role of sea-breeze circulations during daytime and land breezes at night?
●
How does the atmospheric boundary layer evolve over land and water?
●
What is the role of low-level jets in transporting pollutants into and out of the NYC
region?
●
How well do hi-res numerical models represent these features?
●
Can we improve model performance with modifications to physics or data assimilation?
5.1.2.

Deployment location and calendar

The NOAA Twin Otter aircraft will be deployed to the New York City region from
approximately July 1 to Aug 15, 2023 for CUPiDS (Figure 25).
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Figure 25: The study region for the NOAA Twin Otter for CUPiDS 2023.
5.1.3.

Proposed payload

The proposed payload is pictured in Figure 26 and listed in detail in Table 4. The NOAA
Twin Otter measurement systems will consist of a scanning Doppler lidar, developed by the
NOAA CSL Atmospheric Remote Sensing program, which will measure profiles of horizontal
winds, turbulence and aerosol backscatter intensity through the atmospheric boundary layer.
Researchers from University of Colorado will deploy a MAX-DOAS on the Twin Otter to measure
profiles of HCHO, glyoxal, and NO2, and in-situ, gas phase concentrations of CO, CO2, O3, H2O,
and CH4 will be made to aid in air-mass identification and characterization of the spatial extent
of the plume. An upward/downward multi spectral radiometer will be used to identify
land/ocean boundaries under the aircraft and will provide information on land usage, cloud
cover and atmospheric haze conditions. The airborne wind and chemistry measurements will be
augmented by those made by scanning ground-based Doppler lidars in existing networks and
separately deployed to the area of study by other researchers and by other ground-based
observations of chemical species.
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Figure 26: The proposed payload of the NOAA Twin Otter for CUPiDS 2023.
Species Measured

Technique

PI-name

Institution

Horizontal wind, turbulence and
aerosol Backscatter intensity (ABI)
profiles
Multi spectral irradiance

Micro-pulse Scanning Doppler lidar

Alan Brewer

NOAA CSL

Multi channel radiometer

Alan Brewer

NOAA CSL

HCHO, glyoxal and NO2 profiles

Airborne MAX-DOAS

Rainer Volkamer

CU Boulder

CO, CO2, CH4, H2O

Cavity Enhanced Absorption

Colm Sweeney

NOAA GML

Met package (P, T, RH)

AIMMS Probe

Alan Brewer

NOAA CSL

Table 4: Confirmed payload of the NOAA Twin Otter for CUPiDS 2023.
5.1.4.

CUPiDS flight plans

CUPiDS 2023 will require 175 NOAA Twin Otter flight hours and approximately 22
science flights. Flights are anticipated every other day to target coastal dynamics and urban
plumes along the Northeast Corridor, and to provide necessary statistics to improve NOAA
weather-chemistry model predictions of coastal meteorology and urban plumes of gas-phase
species. The Twin Otter will be based in the NYC area during the field campaign but may travel
to other urban centers on the east coast.
The Twin Otter will perform cross plume transects advancing down wind of major urban
centers to track the evolution of the urban plume. Transects oriented perpendicular to
advancing onshore flow convergence fronts will be performed to determine the depth and
lateral extent of the features and to determine their propagation speed and arrival time. To
study the urban heat island effect, the Twin Otter will perform repeated transects across the
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urban center to investigate the development of the heat island throughout the day both
dynamically and in enhanced aerosol loading.

Figure 27: Example of airborne Doppler lidar data (Left) and sensing volumes of remote
measurements made from the NOAA Twin Otter during CUPiDS 2023 (Right).

5.2.

Proposed experimental plan for STAQS 2023 (NASA GV and G3)

5.2.1.

Science Objectives

(From the STAQS website: https://www-air.larc.nasa.gov/missions/staqs/) NASA's
Tropospheric Emissions: Monitoring of POllution (TEMPO) mission is planned to launch in early
2023 to provide geostationary observations of air quality over North America. With this addition
of high-resolution satellite measurements, the Synergistic TEMPO Air Quality Science (STAQS)
mission seeks to integrate TEMPO satellite observations with traditional air quality monitoring
to improve understanding of air quality science and increase societal benefit. STAQS will be
conducted in summer 2023, targeting two primary domains in Los Angeles and New York City
and several secondary domains across North America with ground and airborne based
measurements.
The framework for STAQS stems from measurements strategies and collaborations
developed during airborne air quality studies from the last decade. For STAQS, NASA is
collaborating with AEROMMA, GOTHAAM, and CUPiDS to conduct complementary air quality
studies in 2023 to build a synergistic observing system more robust than any singular entity
could provide alone. This list of partners includes federal agencies, regional air quality
consortiums, state air quality agencies, and academic institutions.
Objectives of STAQS include, but are not limited to:
● Evaluating TEMPO level 2 products geo-physically, spatially, and temporally
● Interpreting the temporal and spatial evolution of air quality events tracked by TEMPO
● Improving temporal estimates of anthropogenic, biogenic, and fire emissions
● Assessing the benefit of assimilating TEMPO data into chemical transport models
● Linking air quality patterns to socio-demographic data
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5.2.2.

Deployment location, calendar, and payload

The GV during STAQS will coordinate flights with the DC-8 aircraft and target the same
cities with New York and Los Angeles as the main targets as shown in Figure 28 and during the
same time frame in July-August 2023 as shown in Figure 18.
Over the course of summer 2023, the payload in Table 5 will operate up to 150 flight
hours collecting data with the GeoCAPE Airborne Spectrometer (GCAS) and High Spectral
Resolution Lidar (HSRL)-2 + Differential Optical Absorption Ozone. This payload was first
demonstrated on this platform during the TRACER-AQ mission in September 2021 and provides
repeated high-resolution mapping of NO2, HCHO, ozone, and aerosols.

Figure 28: Map of the annual average of TROPOMI NO2 column density measurements April
2018-March 2019 showing the currently planned primary (solid circles) and secondary (dotted
circles) sampling domains during STAQS within the TEMPO field of regard (black outline).
Species Measured

Technique

PI-name

Institution

NO2, HCHO columns

GeoCAPE Airborne Spectrometer (GCAS)

Scott Janz

NASA

aerosol profiles

High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL)-2

John Hair

NASA

ozone profiles

Differential Optical Absorption (HSRL)-2

John Hair

NASA

Table 5: Confirmed instrument list of the NASA STAQS GV aircraft deployment.
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5.3.

Proposed
experimental
plan
for
airborne
(NOAA/ARL-UMD-JHU Cessna Research Aircraft)

5.3.1.

NEC-AQ-GHG

2023

Science objectives

To support the overall AEROMMA 2023 science objectives related to urban emissions
that impact air quality and climate, the NOAA Air Resources Lab (ARL) and University of
Maryland (UMD) will deploy a fully instrumented Cessna 402 research aircraft in the Northeast
Corridor (NEC) region from Washington, DC to New York City (NYC) for the NEC Air Quality and
Greenhouse Gas (NEC-AQ-GHG) study in the summer of 2023. An airborne measurement
package operated from the Cessna research aircraft will measure short-lived air pollutants and
greenhouse gases emitted from Baltimore/Washington, NYC as well as Philadelphia. Data from
the Cessna research aircraft will be used to characterize the meteorology and chemistry leading
to air pollution events and emissions of GHGs over this region. The research proposed here will
provide the scientific basis for effective air quality and climate policies. In addition to the
AEROMMA science questions, important NEC-AQ-GHG scientific objectives include:
● To characterize spatial and temporal patterns of O3 and precursors during ozone
exceedance events along with pre-exceedance conditions with a tie to key monitoring
sites.
● To characterize spatial and temporal patterns of meteorological conditions (e.g.,
low-level jets, land-sea breeze, mixing heights, etc.) during ozone events.
● To investigate emission of NOx, CO, CH4, and VOCs from these urban areas and compare
to emission inventories.

5.3.2.

Deployment location and calendar

The Cessna research aircraft will be deployed to the NEC region from Washington, DC to
NYC from approximately July 1 to Aug 15, 2023 for the NEC-AQ-GHG 2023 study (Figure 29).
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Figure 29: The study region (shade red rectangle) for the Cessna research aircraft for
NEC-AQ-GHG 2023.
5.3.3.

Proposed payload

Figure 30 shows some pictures of the instrumentation on the Cessna research aircraft
and Table 6 lists the measurements in detail. The measurement package on the Cessna research
aircraft will consist of the following 1) a Picarro Model 2401-m analyzer to measure CO2, CH4,
and CO; (2) a Teledyne Cavity Attenuation Phase Shift (CAPS) to measure NO2; 3) a modified
TECO 42C to measure NO and NOy; (4) an AE43 Aethalometer to measure black carbon at 7
wavelengths; (5) a Tofwerk Elf proton-transfer-reaction Time-of-Flight mass spectrometry
(PTR-ToF-MS) instrument to measure benzene, toluene, xylene, acetone, acetonitrile,
acetaldehyde and potentially other VOCs, and (6) sensors to measure meteorological
parameters of air temperature, pressure, relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction.

Figure 30: Pictures showing the instrument on the Cessna research aircraft.
This instrument payload will address the above objectives related to air quality and
climate. These measurements of air pollutants and GHGs will be used to detect spatial
variations in biogenic and anthropogenic (including VCP) emissions across rural to urban
gradients and to characterize spatial and temporal patterns of O3 and its precursors together
with GHGs. NIST-traceable standards will be used to calibrate analyzers used on the aircraft.
Species Measured

Technique

PI name

Institution

Position

GPS

Xinrong Ren

NOAA ARL

Thermistor Hygristor,
Capacitance Manometer,
Differential GPS
Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy
Picarro Model G2401-m

Russel Dickerson

Univ. of Maryland

Russel Dickerson

Univ. of Maryland

UV Absorption

Xinrong Ren

NOAA ARL

Meteorology (T, RH, P, 2-D Wind)
Fast Greenhouse Gas Analyzer
(CH4/CO2/CO/H2O)
Ozone (O3)
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Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2),
Nitric Oxide (NO)
Nitrogen Oxides (NOy)
VOCs

CAPS, Teledyne
Chemiluminescence, Thermal
dissociation to NO
TofWerk PTR-Tof-MS

Black Carbon (370, 470, 520, 590, 660,
880, 950 nm)

Aethalometer, AE43

Xinrong Ren

NOAA ARL

Peter Decarlo

Johns Hopkins
Univ.
NOAA ARL

Xinrong Ren

Table 6. Cessna Research Aircraft Instrumentation 4. NEC-AQ-GHG flight plans
NEC-AQ-GHG 2023 will require ~60 hours and approximately 15-20 science flights. Flight
plans will be chosen in coordination with other airborne platforms and participating agencies.
The measurements from these flights will augment data from other airborne platforms and
ground monitoring sites along the NEC from Washington, DC to NYC area. Each flight will last 3
to 4 hours. The home base of the aircraft is Fort Meade, MD. It is expected that about 6
missions (~3 flights each mission) will be flown out of MD with an overnight stay at Westchester
Airport (White Plaines, NY).
Figure 31 shows flight tracks from the ARL/UMD Cessna on days that had high ozone
concentrations forecasted in summer 2020. Such forecasts have proved consistently reliable for
flights over Washington-Baltimore and NYC. O3 mixing ratios above 120 ppb were observed on
some flights in summer 2020, and surface monitors recorded violations of the NAAQS.
Emissions of air pollutants and GHGs can be calculated based on the mass balance approach
and enhancements ratios between the species.

Figure 31: Example of airborne measurements of O3 (left) and CH4 (right) made from the Cessna
research aircraft during summer 2020.

5.4.

Proposed experimental plan for NYC-METS (NYC downtown and downwind)

While the AEROMMA and coordinated aircraft assets will investigate the regional and
large-scale urban air quality implications, ground site measurements will investigate diurnal
profiles, emission ratios, diurnal emission fluxes, and long-term records. Most AEROMMA cities
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(NYC, Atlanta, and Toronto) will have dedicated measurement sites during the study period. The
NYC locations and the routine monitoring sites are shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32: Proposed locations for the AEROMMA ground sites around NYC.
The instrumentation package at the NYC site in Manhattan seeks to examine the source
contributions, emission rates, chemical composition, and oxidative aging of complex gas- and
particle-phase mixtures, including top-down emissions studies with flux measurements and in
situ oxidation experiments using an oxidation flow reactor. Concentrations, emissions, and
oxidative aging of VOCs, OVOCs, I/SVOCs, and greenhouse gases will be investigated at the
elevated site in Upper Manhattan, NY (CUNY ASRC in Figure 32 at 85 St Nicholas Terrace) and at
a downwind site in Guilford, CT (Yale Coastal Field Station in Figure 28; 41.2583° N, 72.7312° W)
that is influenced by atmospheric oxidative aging processes associated with emissions from NYC
and elsewhere in the Northeast. Also relevant to AEROMMA marine science objectives, the site
is situated on the Long Island Sound waterfront (incl. a small dock) with marine influences on
emissions and chemical processing. Intensive measurements will be conducted during summer
2023 (e.g., July/August) at both sites, with a smaller campaign in summer 2022. Measurements
are tentatively set to take place during a 4-week intensive to be scheduled in coordination with
aircraft measurements. A combination of state-of-the-art online and offline spectroscopy-,
chromatography-, and mass spectrometry-based techniques will be deployed as part of the
NYC-METS project and other AC4-funded AEROMMA collaborators, and are summarized in
Tables 7-8.
Species Measured

Technique

PI-name

Institution(s)

NYC-METS project
VOCs-SVOCs, e.g., C6-C12 aromatics,
(CH3)2CO,
CH4S, C7H4ClF3, D5-siloxane

Vocus PTR-ToF

Jordan Krechmer

Aerodyne
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Species Measured

Technique

Gas-phase compounds, e.g., HNO3,
HONO, HO2NO2, HNCO, N2O5, PANs,
HCOOH, CH₂(COOH)₂, C5H9O4N
CO, CO2, CH4, H2O
Gas-phase VOCs-SVOCs (C5-C25)
Particle-phase IVOCs-ELVOCs
Particle-phase organics, NO3-, SO2-,
NH4+, Cl
in situ OH/O3/NO3/Cl oxidation
products of VOCs, I/SVOCs,
OVOCs
O3, CO, CO2, NO/NO2, SO2, PM2.5, BC,
Meteorology (e.g., wind, ceilometer)

PI-name

Institution(s)

Iodide HR-ToF-CIMS

Jordan Krechmer

Aerodyne

Tunable Infrared Laser Direct
Absorption Spectroscopy
Offline GC-TOF/MS analysis of
adsorbent tube samples
Offline LC-TOF analysis of PM filter
samples
Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor

Rob Roscioli

Aerodyne

Drew Gentner

Yale

Drew Gentner

Yale

Phil Croteau

Aerodyne

Oxidation Flow Reactor

Andrew Lambe

Aerodyne

Supporting baseline measurements

Misc.

CUNY, Yale,
Aerodyne

NOAA AC4 AEROMMA funded collaborators
Speciated hydrocarbons and OVOCs

Online GC-TOF-MS

OH reactivity

Comparative reactivity method with
PTR-TOF-MS detector
MOUDI, offline AMS, UHR/MS, single Rachel O'Brian,
particle microspectroscopy
Andy Ault

Size resolved organic aerosol
composition

Gas- and particle-phase organic
FIGAERO HR-ToF I-CIMS
compounds, and HNO3, ClNO2, biogenic
sulfur compounds
Peroxy and hydroperoxy radicals
ECHAMP peroxy radical monitor
(RO2 + HO2)

Megan Claflin,
Pawel Misztal
Saewung Kim

Aerodyne, U.
Texas Austin
UC Irvine

William &
Mary, U.
Michigan
Joel Thornton, Sally U Washington
Ng
Georgia Tech,
Ezra Wood

Drexel U.

Table 7: Confirmed instrument list of the NYC-METS 2023 CUNY ASRC ground site deployment.
Species Measured

Technique

PI-name

Institution(s)

NYC-METS and AC4 AEROMMA collaborators
O3, CO, PM2.5, NO/NO2, CO2, BC, SO2,
Meteorology
VOCs-SVOCs, e.g., C6-C12 aromatics,
(CH3)2CO,
CH4S, C7H4ClF3, D5-siloxane
Particle-phase organics, NO3-, SO2-,
NH4+, Cl
Size-resolved organic aerosol
composition

Supporting baseline measurements

Drew Gentner

Yale

Vocus PTR-ToF

Jordan Krechmer

Aerodyne

Gas-phase VOCs-SVOCs (C5-C25)

Offline GC-TOF/MS analysis of
adsorbent tube samples
Offline LC-TOF analysis of PM filter
samples

Particle-phase IVOCs-ELVOCs

Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor Phil Croteau

Aerodyne

MOUDI, offline AMS, UHR/MS, single Rachel O'Brian,
particle microspectroscopy
Andy Ault
Drew Gentner

William &
Mary, U.
Michigan
Yale

Drew Gentner

Yale
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Species Measured

Technique

Gas- and particle-phase organic
FIGAERO HR-ToF I-CIMS
compounds, and HNO3, ClNO2, biogenic
sulfur compounds

PI-name

Institution(s)

Joel Thornton, Sally U Washington
Ng
Georgia Tech,

Table 8: Confirmed instrument list of the NYC-METS 2023 Yale Coastal Site deployment.

5.5.

Proposed experimental plan for FROG-NY (NYC Mineola)

The Fluxes of Reactive Organic Gases in New York (FROG-NY) project will contribute to
AEROMMA by applying the eddy covariance (EC) technique to derive a better understanding of
urban emissions and deposition of volatile and semi-volatile organic compounds. Specifically,
we will apply two complimentary time-of-flight chemical ionization mass spectrometry
(TOF-CIMS) instruments (Table 9) to directly quantify the fluxes, vertical gradients, and
concentrations of an expansive suite of reactive VOCs from an existing 76-meter tower in
metropolitan NY during summer 2023.
EC measurements provide direct quantification of surface-atmosphere fluxes; combining
EC with high-resolution MS thus offers a transformative means of quantifying urban VOC fluxes
and understanding the underlying sources. However, while the gold standard for biosphere
studies, direct EC flux measurements have only rarely been used to quantify urban VOC
emissions—and never in a way that combines multiple MS techniques for comprehensive
emission constraints across the entire mass spectrum.
This project will address the following core questions:
●
What are the bi-directional urban fluxes of reactive organic carbon? Is there a significant
role for previously unidentified or unmodeled compounds?
●
How do the concentrations, emissions and deposition of individual organic molecules,
classes of VOCs, and the overall ensemble, vary on hourly, daily, and weekly timescales?
●
What is the relative importance of VOC emissions from fossil fuels, VCPs, the biosphere,
and other sources?
●
How do VOC fluxes co-vary with those for greenhouse gases? What are the implications
for source partitioning?
●
How do the observed VOC emissions contrast with inventory estimates? What are the
implications for air quality predictions? How should inventories be improved?
Urban EC raises specific challenges that require particular footprint and sampling
characteristics for robust results. FROG-NY measurements will be performed at the 76 m
Mineola communications tower (40°44'58.2"N 73°38'18.2"W; in Figure 32), in a predominantly
residential part of the New York metropolitan area. The site is ideally suited for urban flux
measurements, with relatively consistent land use (>90% developed; <10% forest) and ground
elevation (±13 m) in the surrounding landscape. A major benefit of this tower site is that given
the ~14 m mean building height in the area, the 76 m and 50 m measurement heights both
allow us to sample above the roughness sublayer and within the constant flux layer. The site
features existing CO2 and CH4 concentration measurements (50 and 76 m above ground level)
with data hosted by the National Institute for Standards and Technology. FROG-NY
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measurements will feature two inlets with sonic anemometers at 50 and 76 m. A third inlet for
aerosol and air sampling will be placed on the roof of the measurement shelter at ~6 m above
ground level.
Species Measured

Technique

PI-name

Institution

Multi-instrument eddy covariance
Unsaturated VOCs, oVOCs, C6-C10
aromatics, siloxanes, terpenes, etc.
oVOCs, chlorinated VOCs, HNCO,
HCOOH, CH₂(COOH)₂, C5H9O4N, O3
CO, H2O, N2O

PTR-QiTOF

Dylan Millet

Iodide ToF-CIMS

Delphine Farmer

U.
Minnesota
CSU

Cavity Enhanced Absorption

Jeff Peischl

NOAA CSL

Particulate organics, NO3-, SO2-,
NH4+, Cl
CO2, H2O

Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor Delphine Farmer

CSU

NDIR

U.
Minnesota

Dylan Millet

Table 9: Confirmed instrument list of the FROG-NY 2023 ground site deployment.

5.6.

Proposed experimental plan for TOPAZ (NYC Eaton's Neck)

The NOAA CSL Atmospheric Remote Sensing group is planning to deploy the Tunable
Optical Profiler for Aerosol and oZone (TOPAZ) lidar along with a dedicated Doppler lidar during
the AEROMMA and CUPIDS field studies. The TOPAZ and Doppler lidar observations will help
address several key science questions that are central to these campaigns:
●
●
●

●
●

Characterize the distribution and formation rate of ozone (O3) in the urban outflow
downwind of New York City (NYC).
Assess the contributions of local production versus regional and continental transport to
surface ozone levels in the NYC area.
Document the effect of complex local flow regimes, including the land sea breeze
circulation, and different properties of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) over land
and water on the distribution and evolution of O3 concentrations.
Evaluate the capabilities of high-resolution air quality models to replicate observed O3
concentrations in and downwind of the NYC area.
Validate O3 observations from the geostationary satellite-based TEMPO instrument. In
particular, assess the accuracy of the 0-2 km AGL O3 column product and how well it
correlates with observed surface O3 concentrations, and study O3 horizontal variability
within individual TEMPO ground pixels.

It is planned to deploy TOPAZ along the shore of the Long Island Sound (LIS) in July and
August 2023. This will ensure full overlap with the CUPIDS and NYC AEROMMA campaigns and
also coincide with the NSF GOTHAAM experiment. TOPAZ will be co-deployed with at least three
other Tropospheric Ozone Lidar Network (TOLNet) lidars. The observations from this regional O3
lidar network will make critically important contributions to addressing the above science goals,
where goal #5 is one of the core TOLNet objectives.
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A candidate deployment site for TOPAZ is the Coast Guard Station on Eaton's Neck, a
small peninsula on the northside of Long Island that juts out into the LIS about 50 km downwind
of NYC (see Figure 33). Because of its unique scanning capability, TOPAZ is ideally suited to
observe O3 concentrations in the pollution plume over the Long Island Sound emanating from
NYC. We plan on using a TOPAZ scan sequence that includes a zenith measurement followed by
a set of slant path observations at shallow elevations angles with the laser beam pointed in a
northerly direction over the Long Island Sound. With a range of 4-6 km, the TOPAZ shallow
angle observation will be able to cover about half the width of the LIS. The co-located Doppler
lidar will facilitate the investigation of different flow and ABL turbulence regimes on O3 levels.

Figure 33: Illustration of TOPAZ' O3 profiling capabilities if the instrument were placed at the
Eaton's Neck Coast Guard Station (O3 data are from an observation in Boulder). The grid covers
8 km along the beam direction and 8 km vertically.

5.7.

Proposed experimental plan for Toronto

Toronto is the largest Canadian city included in AEROMMA, with a metropolitan
population exceeding seven million and regional population approaching ten million. Although
precursors to ground-level ozone have been reduced in Toronto over past decades, exceedances
of the 8-hour ozone Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standard are still common. The Toronto
ground site during AEROMMA will be located in an urban/suburban transition zone that is not
impacted by any large local sources (i.e., >500 m from any major roads, Figure 34). At 20 km
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north of downtown Toronto and Lake Ontario, the site is ~2-3 hours transport time from major
sources in downtown Toronto and is typically not impacted by lake breeze fronts until late in the
afternoon during summer.
Measurements at the Toronto ground site (Table 10) will target several areas of
uncertainty in urban air quality, including: 1) A greater understanding of aerosol thermodynamic
partitioning will be investigated with a unique instrument suite. In situ measurements of gas
and particle composition (including organic acids) by an ambient ion monitor coupled to ion
chromatography and mass spectrometry (AIM-IC-MS) alongside fast in situ gaseous NH3, HCl,
and HONO will allow for a detailed analysis of these processes. 2) A comprehensive nitrogen
budget with a suite of instruments will be targeted along with source apportionment. 3) The
site will have an in-situ measurement of trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) by AIM-IC-MS, which will be
used to assess the impact of the transition to shorter-lived fluorinated heat transfer fluids to
mitigate the climate impacts of air conditioning and refrigeration.

Figure 34: Location for AEROMMA Toronto ground site.

Species Measured
Meteorology, NOx, O3, SO2

Technique

PI-name

Institution(s)

CO, CO2, N2O, NH3

Supporting baseline measurements Robert McLaren, Cora
Young
QCL
Jennifer Murphy

York University

CO, CO2, CH4

CRDS

Robert McLaren

University of
Toronto
York University

HCl

CRDS

Cora Young

York University

Particle size and number
distributions
Size-resolved particulate anions
and cations
Gaseous and particulate acids

SMPS and OPS

Trevor VandenBoer

York University

Nano-MOUDI with offline IC

Cora Young

York University

AIM-IC-MS

Cora Young

York University
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Species Measured
and bases
HONO, N2O5, NO3, etc
Total reactive N

Technique

PI-name

Institution(s)

ToF-CIMS

Trevor VandenBoer

York University

Custom inlet coupled to
chemiluminescence

Trevor VandenBoer

York University

Table 10: Confirmed instrument list for the AEROMMA Toronto ground site.

5.8.

Proposed experimental plan for Atlanta

Atlanta is a hot-spot of both ozone and SOA, and much of the summer is typically
classified as “moderate” according to the air quality index. The city is subject to high
anthropogenic and biogenic emissions along with increasingly severe heat waves. Atlanta has
been the location of several previous studies investigating biogenic/anthropogenic interactions,
including flights during SENEX 2013 and SEAC4RS. AEROMMA allows us to build on and update
previous work with new chemical detail. Ground-based observations overlapping the
AEROMMA flights are briefly described below.
●
●

●

●

The South Dekalb (SDK) PAMs site is classified as an “urban background” location. It
provides a long-term record of VOCs (via GC), NOx, and other trace gases and particles.
SDK is also an ASCENT site, and will host an ACSM (non-refractory aerosols), Xact (trace
metals), Aethalometer (black carbon), and SMPS (aerosol number size distribution and
concentration).
At least 3 Pandoras will be deployed in and around during the AEROMMA time frame,
including one at SDK, one located centrally downtown on Georgia Tech's campus, and one
in a more rural location outside of the city. Each Pandora is paired with an in-situ
formaldehyde monitor for investigations of surface-to-column ratios.
(TBD: PTR and AIM-NH4-VOCUS at Georgia Tech if funds/personnel permit)

Using these observations in conjunction with observations from overhead flights, the
project will address the central questions to AEROMMA with a focus on the biosphere/urban
interface.

5.9.

Pandoras, Tolnet, routine AQ monitoring

(From the STAQS website: https://www-air.larc.nasa.gov/missions/staqs/)
Continuous tropospheric ozone profiles add a critical component needed to understand
processes relevant to air quality and pollution transport with TEMPO. The NASA Tropospheric
Ozone Lidar Network (TOLNet) will contribute to AEROMMA and STAQS most heavily in the New
York City domain (at least 3 systems operated by NASA and CCNY) with possible additional
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support in the Los Angeles and Toronto areas where JPL and ECCC operate two additional
systems, respectively.
Pandora spectrometers consist of a ground-based UV-VIS spectrometer capable of
operating in direct-sun DOAS or multi-axis (MAX)-DOAS mode and is the primary validation
instrument for the TEMPO mission. Currently, at least 20 Pandoras are operating as part of the
Pandonia Global Network in the domains of interest for AEROMMA and STAQS. Products from
this instrument include NO2, HCHO, and Ozone.
AEROMMA and STAQS aim to leverage existing monitoring networks operated by the
EPA and state air quality agencies within the domains sampled in 2023. Relevant parameters
include, but are not limited to ozone, nitrogen dioxide, formaldehyde, and meteorology.

5.10.

ASCENT: Atmospheric Science and Chemistry mEasurement NeTwork

The ASCENT project includes 12 sites distributed nationally across urban, rural, and
remote sites that will be outfitted with advanced, online, long-term aerosol measurement
instrumentation outlined in the Table 11, as well as an associated database for free and open
access to ASCENT data. The network seeks to expand routine aerosol monitoring in the U.S. and
enable detailed aerosol source apportionment that elevates the ability to discern the sources,
chemistry, dynamics, chemical/physical properties, and climate and health implications of
aerosols. The long-term ASCENT installations are located at established sites (e.g., NCore, PAMS,
IMPROVE, NEON, AQMD, and HNET) and will be installed starting in 2022 and remain up
throughout the AEROMMA campaign and thereafter. Urban sites (and site contacts) relevant to
the AEROMMA and STAQS include: New York City, Queens (D. Gentner), Los Angeles and
downwind areas (J. Seinfeld, R. Bahreini, L. Hawkins), Houston (J. Flynn, R. Griffin), and Atlanta
(N. L. Ng), with additional urban sites in Pittsburgh (A. Presto, A. Robinson,) and Denver (J.
Jimenez), as well as rural/remote sites in Great Smoky Mountains NP (J. Surratt), Washington (J.
Thornton), Yellowstone NP (S. Murphy), and Alaska (J. Mao). Further detail on the project, sites,
and data can be found on the ASCENT website.
Instrument

Model and
Manufacturer

Measurements

Measurement
Frequency

Aerosol Chemical
Speciation Monitor
(ACSM)

ToF-ACSM,
Aerodyne
Research

Organics, sulfate, nitrate,
ammonium, chloride with PM
mass spectra

10 min

Aethalometer

AE33, Magee
Scientific

Wavelength-dependent
absorption to measure black and
brown carbon

1 min

Xact x-ray
fluorescence
instrument

625i, Cooper
Environmental

Trace metals: Sb, As, Ba, Cd, Ca Cr,
Co, Cu, Fe, Pb, Hg, Mn, Ni, Se, Ag,
Sn, Ti, Tl, V, Zn, more available

15-240 min
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Scanning Mobility
Particle Sizer (SMPS)

3938W89, TSI

Particle number size distribution,
number concentration for PM1

3 min (for full
scan)

Table 11: Instrumentation to be installed at each ASCENT site.

5.11.

Proposed experimental plan for EPCAPE 2022-23 (La Jolla)

5.11.1.

Science Objectives

The focus of the Eastern Pacific Cloud Aerosol Precipitation Experiment (EPCAPE) is to
characterize the extent, radiative properties, aerosol interactions, and precipitation
characteristics of stratocumulus clouds in the Eastern Pacific across all four seasons at a coastal
location, the Scripps Pier and the Scripps Mt. Soledad sites in La Jolla
(https://www.arm.gov/research/campaigns/amf2023epcape). The planned data record will start
15 February 2023 and continue until 14 February 2024, with two intensive operation periods
(April-June; July-September). Coastal cities provide the opportunity to characterize marine
clouds and the substantial effects of manmade particles on cloud properties and processes. The
large dynamic range of aerosol particle concentrations combined with the multi-hour to
multi-day persistence of stratocumulus cloud layers makes the site ideal for investigating the
seasonal changes in cloud and aerosol properties as well as the quantitative relationships
between cloud and aerosol properties. An important enhancement to this study will be the
collection of simultaneous in-cloud aerosol and droplet measurements to investigate the
differences in these cloud properties during regional polluted and clean marine conditions. The
combined observations will provide an unprecedented set of constraints for the following
questions:
●

Cloud and Aerosol Climatology: What are the seasonal and diurnal cycles of marine
stratocumulus cloud and aerosol properties on the West coast?

●

Cloud Radiative Fluxes: How do cloud properties, including the ratio of direct-to-diffuse
radiation, change as coastal clouds are advected inland?

●

Aerosol-Cloud Interactions: Will retrieved cloud properties reflect the regional signatures
of aerosol?

Each of these questions reflects a topic of current controversy in the literature that
cannot be addressed without the type of comprehensive data set that this project is expected
to provide.
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5.11.2.

Proposed Instrumentation

EPCAPE will locate most of the AMF1 instrumentation at the main site at Scripps Pier
and a few additional instruments at the Scripps Mt. Soledad site (Figure 35). Below-cloud
instrumentation, including cloud, precipitation, radiation, and aerosol instruments will be
situated on the Scripps pier. Additional instrumentation (scanning radar) will be located at the
Mt. Soledad site, located less than 2 km inland (250 m above sea level), which will allow for
sampling downwind of the pier below, in, and above clouds depending on conditions. Statistics
are not available on how frequently the Soledad location is below, in, and above cloud (other
than the seasonally limited prior study), as that will be an important outcome of this 12-month
data set.

Figure 35: Overview (top left) of Scripps sites in La Jolla, CA, with enlarged details for Mt.
Soledad (top right) and pier (bottom).
The resources from ARM for this campaign are AMF1, including standard meteorological
instrumentation, a broadband and spectral radiometer suite, and remote-sensing
measurements including lidars and radars, plus the AOS system for aerosol observations. AMF1
is well suited for this deployment. Specific AMF1 instrumentation included as part of this
proposal are listed in Table 12.
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Table 12: ARM instruments requested for EPCAPE.

Russell has requested ASR support to enable science by providing filter sampling at the
Scripps pier to complement the chemical analysis available from the AMF1 ACSM. This sampling
will be housed in an AMF1 AOS van at the pier. Russell, Paulson, and Petters have been awarded
NSF support to locate the Russell instrumentation van for simultaneous deployment at Mt.
Soledad for in-cloud sampling of detailed aerosol chemical composition, including offline filter
analysis for organic functional groups (FTIR) and elements (XRF). The Russell van will also
include SP2 and APS measurements, for comparison to AMF1 AOS measurements at the Scripps
pier. The Russell van will include a high-resolution, time of flight, event-enabled Aerodyne AMS
to provide aerosol composition and concentration aloft for comparison to the AOS ACSM
deployed at the pier. Chang (Dalhousie) plans to deploy the fog droplet monitor from at this site
to characterize the droplet size distribution in cloud. Environment Canada expects to also
provide a Brechtel ground-based CVI for deployment at the Mt. Soledad site to enable in-cloud
composition sampling of droplet residuals (Sanchez et al. 2016). Liggio has support to bring a
chemical ionization mass spectrometer, which was previously demonstrated at Mt. Soledad that
cloud water chemistry was likely responsible for enhancements in low molecular weight polar
organics such as isocyanic (HNCO) and formic acids in cloud droplets, with scavenging
efficiencies beyond what can be expected from Henry's Law solubility (Zhao et al. 2014).
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Lubin will contribute a shortwave spectroradiometer of the type successfully deployed at
the West Antarctic Ice Sheet Divide (WAIS Divide) with AWARE (Wilson et al. 2018) and more
recently at Siple Dome Field Camp in West Antarctica during December 2019 to January 2020.
Measurement of shortwave spectral irradiance between 350 and 1700 nm complements the
mid-infrared AERI radiance measurements, in that cloud optical properties (optical depth and
effective radius) can be retrieved under thicker clouds that emit in the longwave as blackbodies
(with no spectral sensitivity to microphysics).
Witte has requested flight time for the Naval Postgraduate School (formerly CIRPAS)
Twin Otter aircraft for a 4-6 weeks intensive observational period during the months of
maximum low cloud cover (March-July). Flights will be designed to sample aerosol,
microphysics, and meteorological state upwind of the Scripps Pier. The Twin Otter will also be
equipped to measure surface fluxes over the ocean that can be used to inform Lagrangian
modeling studies of air masses arriving at the ground-based measurement sites.

5.12.

Proposed experimental plan for GOTHAAM 2023 (NCAR C-130)
5.12.1.

Science Objectives

The New York Metropolitan Area (NYMA) is home to more than 20 million people and
experiences high levels of pollution. In the summer of 2021, 7 of 11 monitoring stations in the
NYMA reported ozone levels in exceedance the EPA National Ambient Air Quality Standard
(https://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/air_pdf/2021o3.pdf, last accessed 2022 June 2). Total PM2.5
loading has improved significantly in recent decades due to air quality regulations and economic
influences, but a growing contribution of organic matter to the total aerosol burden may have
implications for particle toxicity and regulatory policy (Pitiranggon et al., 2021). Encompassing
rural, urban, and marine environments (Figure 36), The NYMA is subject to a complex mixture of
emissions, chemistry, and coastal meteorology that ultimately determine the production and
fate of harmful pollutants.
The Greater New York Oxidant Trace Gas Halogen and Aerosol Airborne Mission
(GOTHAAM) is an NSF-funded investigation of the detailed chemical processes controlling
atmospheric composition in the NYMA. State-of-the-art in situ instrumentation will be deployed
on the NSF C-130 aircraft in July and August 2023 to address four related objectives.
1. Quantify the relative contributions from various volatile organic compound (VOC) sources
(biogenic, fossil fuel, combustion, consumer products) and how they contribute to chemical
reactivity.
2. Determine the relative potential contribution of each VOC class to secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
as the anthropogenic plume evolves.
3. Quantify the relative importance of oxidation pathways for both gas phase and aerosol species and
characterize how processes vary diurnally and between chemical systems (biogenic/urban/marine).
4. Investigate how nighttime processes influence next-day chemistry and composition.

GOTHAAM observations will improve understanding of formation of O3 and PM2.5
pollution in the NYMA. By sharing and disseminating results, GOTHAAM will help air quality
agencies in the region and other similar mega cities take action to mitigate harmful pollution.
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Figure 36. GOTHAAM will probe atmospheric chemistry in the diverse chemical environments (biogenic,
urban, marine) found in the New York Metropolitan Area. The inset is a wind rose showing the origin of
surface winds in the summertime. Southerly flow is most common, followed by southwesterly and
northeasterly.

5.12.2.

Proposed Payload

Table 13 lists core GOTHAAM instrumentation. All measurements are in situ. Gas-phase
observations include speciated VOC, speciated and total reactive nitrogen, radicals (OH, HO2,
RO2), greenhouse gases, sulfur and halogen-containing compounds, and more. Aerosol
measurements include single-particle and bulk chemical composition, physical properties, and
size distributions.
The C-130 payload is optimized to address GOTHAAM objectives. Multi-instrument VOC
measurements will thoroughly characterize VOC sources and oxidation products in the high and
intermediate volatility range (Objectives 1, 2, 3). Direct observations of key oxidants will
constrain the lifetime of reactive carbon and nitrogen (Objective 3). Measurements of gas-phase
aerosol precursors and aerosol composition will elucidate major pathways leading to secondary
pollutants (Objectives 2, 3). Simultaneous observations of halogenated gases, sulfur-containing
gases, and aerosol properties will illuminate how the marine atmosphere processes urban
outflow (Objectives 3, 4). In combination, the GOTHAAM payload can yield a comprehensive
picture of air atmospheric chemistry in the NYMA.
Species Measured

Technique

PI name

Institution

OH, HO2, RO2, H2SO4

NO3- CIMS

Lee Mauldin

CU Boulder

oVOCs, halogens, ClNO2, HONO, N2O5, etc

I- CIMS

Joel Thornton

U. Washington

VOCs

PTR-TOF Vocus

Joel Thornton

U. Washington

VOCs

Mini WAAS

Eric Apel

NCAR

Organic gases

TOGA-TOF

Eric Apel

NCAR ACOM
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CH2O

ISAF

Reem Hannun /
Glenn Wolfe

UMD/NASA

NOx, ΣNOy, O3

Chemiluminescenc
e

Ale Franchin

NCAR ACOM

Speciated PANs

TD-CIMS

Frank Flocke

NCAR ACOM

GHG/CO/SO2

Picarro

Teresa Campos

NCAR ACOM

Individual particle composition, including sea
salt

ATOF-MS

Kerri Pratt

U. Michigan

SOA composition

AMS

Delphine Farmer

CSU

Aerosol impaction collector

TRAC

Daniel Knopf

Stony Brook

Aerosol size distributions

UHSAS, cloud probe

n/a

NCAR EOL

J-values

HARP actinic flux

Samuel Hall

NCAR ACOM

Table 13: GOTHAAM C-130 payload.

5.12.3.

Mission Execution

With over 100 flight hours, GOTHAAM will generate a high-resolution 4-D portrait of
atmospheric composition and processes in the NYMA during the peak ozone season. Flights will
include a combination of Lagrangian and Eulerian strategies and focus on the domain shown in
Fig. X. Missed approaches at designated airports will provide full vertical profiles of short-lived
reactive species and improve connections to ground monitoring networks. Flights will also
exploit natural variability in near-surface wind patterns to probe the various chemical regimes
both independently and in combination (e.g., urban plume outflow over land vs. over water).
Forecasting and analysis will be supported by multi-scale models, including F0AM, CMAQ, and
GEOS-Chem.
5.12.4.

Anticipated Outcomes

The next-generation instrumentation on GOTHAAM will provide an unprecedented
dataset detailing NYMA atmospheric composition. Analyses will reveal the controls on O3 and
PM formation, informing air quality stakeholders in both NY and other megacities. Regional and
global models struggle in coastal regions, and GOTHAAM observations can serve as a
benchmark constraints for pinpointing model shortfalls and testing new parameterizations.
Finally, with concurrent sampling under TEMPO, GOTHAAM data will serve as a ground-truth
resource for validation of satellite retrievals and applications of satellite data to studies of
emissions and chemistry.
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AEROMMA 2023 participants
List of participating federal institutes
NOAA Chemical Sciences Laboratory
NOAA National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service
NOAA Atmospheric Chemistry, Carbon Cycle & Climate
NOAA Global Monitoring Laboratory
NOAA Global Systems Laboratory
NOAA Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory
NOAA Physical Sciences Laboratory
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
NIST Greenhouse Gas Measurements Program
EPA Office of Research and Development
EPA Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards
NASA Tropospheric Composition Program
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA Langley Research Center
List of participating institutes
Colorado State University
Forschungszentrum Jülich
Environment and Climate Change Canada
Stony Brook University
Georgia Institute of Technology
York University
University of Toronto
University of Wisconsin
University of Colorado Boulder
Aerodyne Research Inc.
Yale University
University of Texas Austin
University of California Irvine
College of William & Mary
University of Michigan
University of Washington
University of Minnesota
Columbia University
City College of New York
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Drexel University
Stakeholders in state and regional organizations
California: ARB, SCAQMD
Midwest: LADCO
Northeast US: NESCAUM, NYSERDA
Texas: TCEQ
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● Nevada: Clark County Air Quality Management
● Utah: UDAQ
● Canada: ECCC

7.

Previous experiments in the study region with CSL involvement

The previous campaigns that NOAA CSL initiated or participated in that relate to
AEROMMA science are listed in Table 14.
Platform

Experiment name

PIs

Affiliation Sponsor

Web resource

Aircraft
NCAR Electra TEXAS 2000 (Texas Air
Quality Study)

Fred Fehsenfeld

NOAA CSL

NOAA WP-3, ICARTT2004 (International
NASA DC-8
Consortium for
Atmospheric Research on
Transport and
Transformation)

Fred Fehsenfeld,
James Gleason, Peter
Daum, Richard
Leaitch, Stuart
Penkett, John Seinfeld

NOAA,
NOAA,
https://csl.noaa.gov/
NASA, DOE, NASA, DOE projects/icartt/
MSC, UAE,
CalTech

NOAA WP-3

CalNex2010 (California
Nexus Research at the
Nexus of Air Quality and
Climate Change)

Thomas Ryerson,
David Parrish

NOAA CSL

NOAA WP-3

SENEX2013 (SouthEast
Nexus)

Joost deGouw,
Carsten Warneke

NCAR C130

WINTER2015 (Wintertime Joel Thornton
INvestigation of Transport, Steven Brown
Emissions, and Reactivity)

Uni. of
NSF
Washington

https://www.eol.ucar
.edu/field_projects/w
inter

NASA DC-8

FIREX-AQ 2019 transits
(Fire Influence on
Regional to Global
Environments and Air
Quality)

NOAA CSL,
NASA
Langley,
UNH

https://csl.noaa.gov/
projects/firex-aq/

Carsten Warneke,
Joshua Schwarz,
James Crawford, Jack
Dibb

NOAA

https://csl.noaa.gov/
projects/texaqs2k/

NOAA

https://csl.noaa.gov/
projects/calnex/

NOAA

https://csl.noaa.gov/
projects/senex/

NOAA,
NASA

Ship
NOAA R/V
Brown

NEAQS2002 (New England
Air Quality Study)

NOAA CSL, NOAA,
https://csl.noaa.gov/
NOAA PMEL NOAA ERB projects/neaqs/

Ground sites and mobile laboratory
New York
NOAA CSL
mobile lab

NYC-ICE/LISTOS2018 (New Carsten Warneke
York Investigations of
Consumer Emissions)

NOAA CSL

NOAA AC4 https://csl.noaa.gov/
groups/csl7/measure
ments/2018nyice/

Las Vegas
and Los
Angeles
NOAA CSL
mobile lab

SUNVEx2021 (Southwest
Urban NOx and VOC
Experiment)

NOAA CSL,
CalTech

Clark
County,
CARB

Carsten Warneke,
Jessica Gilman, Paul
Wennberg

https://csl.noaa.gov/
projects/sunvex/
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Table 14: Previous NOAA CSL experiments relevant to AEROMMA.
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